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Circuit Court Ends Session;
19 Indictments Returned
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There is . . nothing that keep! the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to souse worthy thing or
cause—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, MAY 26, MU

Business Survey Would
Give Hard, Cold Facts
Mr. Warren Anderson, Presic/ent
Fulton Chamber of Commerce
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Warren:
We know that a man in your positinn.inWrested in the development of your community, both from a personal and business point
of view, is constantly on the alert to promote
projects that would lend to the growth and
betterment of our existing conditions.
We know too, that as president of the
Chamber of Commerce and manager of the local branch of Kentucky Utilities you probably
are the recipient of many diverse opinions on
the general condition of things here. That's the
way it goes with people m public life.
People generally, are sometimes prone to
let off steam about conditi‘ins that seem hopelessly in need of attention; sometimes the
steam is generated with facts, that are true,
sometimes not. Anyway we think that we've
run into an idea that would be completely
revealing to all of us if we could srevail upon
the Chamber of Cantenerce to undertake the
survey.
Recently we visited in Greensburg,Ey,a
_ little town that is being feted with tremendous
expansion as a result of a $10.000,1100 project,
which came to them out of the clear blue sky.
The project, a super-secret undertaking of The
Tennessee Gas Company, if successid we are
told, may bring another $75,000100 beam to
that little community, totally -unprepared to
cope with the gigantic beam that will envelop
them.
The merchants there realizing that something had to be done, and in a hurry,solicited
the help of the University of Kentucky to
make a survey Of the area to rind out ?wind's
the matter with Greensburg." They found nut
and were amazed.
If we could do this same kind of surrey
delighted to
here, and we are told UK will
:
help, it would certainly show us what give,
with Fulton too.
The summary of the findings included in
the Greensburg surrey were tabulated from
answers to survey questions obtained from
213 residents of Green County. Every elfort
was made to insure that Identity of those who
participated would be kept confidential_ 'The
people for the sample were picked at random
from a list of all residents of the county, NO
that. everybody had an equal club:ice of being selected The two local interviewers were
given a list of 50 names.from which they located respondents and obtained 213 comylisted
questionaires.
The survey in our estimation is one of the
best and most revealing that we have ever
It
seen. It gets to the core of the matter_
would ask:
Where Fulton County residents buy socb
things as:
GracerIth drugs, Varga-are, antis,
trucks, refrigerators, stoves, wasisnag machines, fashion goods, jewelry, watches.
etc. (In one instance, the seervey revealed
that 502% of male purchases were made
OUTSIDE of Green Casty.) Green Cassty merchants were astaundel at this Figure. Would we be is Fain= County?
Where Fution Comity zumbloalla
purchase services sail as dry elething.
Aloe repair, ante repairs.
Where Fulton County farmers "mil"
their farm precincts.
Where Faits. County Farmers buy
seipplies, equipment and services. Opinions relative to Ortie•eibure rensll herainem people and practises—eagreatimis lear
their improvement
This subject would manic hos
Fulton County residents think
Mores compare with storm in surresmilMig
towns.
Do Fnitoe Comity remidiesits eler clerks in Fulham &wee to he polite and
essurteoua?
Opinions expressed on county and city
relationships and civic improvesseed.
This would inethile sgrewalle comments on city officials, couuts officiala,
the se/tool system, the rued ayeteen, etc.
As we said Warren, the survey would he
made in cooperation with the University of
Kentucky. What is more, we think that Ras-Retail
sell Johnson, president of Fulton'
Merchants Association would be delighted to
work with your organizatian_ Ills organization
would be a 'naturar to find rut some cold
hard facts about the business fife of this city.
There has been a long need for this information. We certainly would like to are it done
and offer our every assistance to heft) it along.
Yours for facts,
The News Pulathers.
(P. S.: A copy of He Green Comity wry
isdin our file heanraltane Sur your stnig-)

'STRICTLY BUSINESS

The Importance
Of Patience
Once upon a time a certain writer put it
this way: "All that I have accomplished, or
expect or hope to accomplish, has been and
will be by that plodding, patient, perservering
process which builds the ant-heap, particle by
particle, thought by thought, fact by fact".
Our great nation, our great industries,
were built, to a considerable measure, with
lots of hurry-up, get-up and go. We are univerwith a label of hurry-hurrymlllY tagged
hurry. We think fast, we act fast and we usually expect to get fast results and get the
job done.
This fast application of energy can be well
recommended most of the time, but not always. Sometimes, like the man weltnow down
in Mississippi who diligently saved half of his
$3b-a-week salary for 25 years and now has a
$30,000 bank balance, a little patience, with a
goal, is all one needs.
We have never fought a war with any patience because we have never run into a situation where patience paid off. The Infantry
teaches us that "The best defense is a strong
.. and it has always 'proved trite
offense"
in almost every situation we have met.
The Russians know that. They have entangled us in a Korean war which is trying the
patience of our military leaders to the 4tmost,
because its tactics go against the grain of
everything they have ever been taught. Our
soldiers are dying every day, and sooner or
later a tremendous surge of public Impatience
-will seek to terminate the mess with quick
world-wide front, or
atomic bombing on a
some other such hurry-up procedure . .. any
of which could not possibly win the War for
us . .. you have to conquer ground with a
foot-soldier to win a war.
We are.saddled with a stupendous national debt which depends, for its liquidation, on
payrolls and moneta'y
factory produc'ion,
activity. A depression could paralyze us. We
impatient citizens in this
have 165 million
country who want to get a job done and
quickly. What might happen if we produce all
the war-goods vg need in these nest three
years, and have only Korea to expend them?
What if Russia is still pulling the strings for
its puppet-states, biding its time three years
ten
from now .... five years from now .. . .
years from now? Might we have jumped into
of
saddle
much-Russian-advertised
the
"American Imperialism", broken with the
British and attempted to end this thing ourselves?
We believe that Russia would like to sec
us try that. In doing so we may bring down
en our heads more world population than we
can handle.
A Chinese proverb states that "Patience
is power; with time and patience the mulberry
leaf becomes silk".
If this undeclared struggle between the
mightiest 'powers is cunningly
world's two
designed to hinge victory on the side of the
patient one, we may indeed realize that our
leaders in Washington are tackling a tough
problem.
We don't advocate patient waiting. We
believe that the •best defense is -a strong offense. We want to gain victory our own way
_ . . but not at any coat. Therein my lie a
considerable need for patience.

Sermonette of the Week

51se Root 0i

,

wait

By Thomas Merton
At the root of all war is fear: not so much
The fear men have of one another as the fear
They have of everything.
It is not merely that they do not trust one
another: they do not even trust themselves. If
They are not sure when someone else may turn
around and kill them, they are still less sure
-when they may turn around and kill themselves. They cannot trust anything, because
they have ceased to,believe.in Goat.
Will you end wars by asking men to trust
men who evidently cannot be trusted? No.
Teach them to love and trust God; then they
will be able to love the men they cannot trust,
and will dare to make peace with them, not
trusting in them but in God.
For only love—which means humility—
can cast out the fear which is the root of all
ware.
If men really wanted peace they would
ask God and He would give it to them. But
why should He give the world a peace which
it does not really desire? For the peace the
world seems to desire is really no peace at all.
To some men peace merely means the liberty to exploit other people without fear of
retaliation or interference. To others peace
means the freedom to rob one another without interruption.
And to practically everybody peace simply means the absense of any physical violence that might cast a shadow over lives .devoted to the satisfaction of their animal appetites for comfort and pleasure.
Many men like these have asked God for
what they thought was "peace" and wondered why their prayer was not answered. They
could not understand that it actually was answered. God left them with what they desired,
for their idea of peace was only another form
of war.
"From whence are wars and contentions
among you?" asks St. James. "Are they not
from your concupiscences, which war in your
members. You covet and have not; you kill
and envy, and cannot obtain. You ask, and receive not; because you ask amiss: that you
may consume it on your concupiscence."
So instead of loving what you think is
peace, love other men and love God above all.
And instead of hating the people you think are
warmakers; hate the appetites and the disorder in your own soul, which are the causes
of war.

by MaleaOlima

Medical Auxiliary
Meets Here May 10th
Bailey, Harlan,
Mrs. Clark
Kentucky, State President of the
Auxiliary was a guest
Medical
speaker at the First Councilor
District luncheon meeting held at
the Rose Room, Smith's Cafe last
Thursday noon.
The guest speaker was intro-

duced by Mrs. E. W. Jackson. of
Paducah, past State President
Mrs. Bailey installed the newly elected officers of the FultonHickman County Auxiliary. New
officers are: Mrs. J. C. Hancock,
president, Mrs. R. W. Bushart,
vice president; Mrs. M. W. Haws,
president elect; Mrs. W. H. Sewell, secretary; and Mrs. J. E. Fall,
Sr.. treasurer. .

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our itervice.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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MAY 21. 1926: (25 YEARS AGO)
Manager Nat Bynum of the
Grand Theatre has just installed
a large machine that will provide
lots of cool, fresh air to the show
house at all times.
Piano pupils of Miss Ivora Cantrell presented an enjoyable recital last Tuesday evening at the
Water Valley High School.
A story on the front page of
this week's paper states that Fulwater, sparkling with a
ton's
bluish-white of exceptional quality, is unsurpassed". Councilman
W. P. Murrell is chairman of this
incommittee; his co-workers
Hart, Tull and
clude Shelton

night at Carr Park Auditorium
night carried a Vast amount of
mud into the Chamber of Commerce, no damage was done to
either books or the piano, and the
place was cleaned and fa.rly well
dried before the library opened
next afternoon.

MAY 15, 1931: (20 YEARS AGO)
Laffoon has won the
Ruby
Democratic nomination for Governor by an overwhelming major:
ity at the State convention.

1
214 Mai

50
BUSHEL
KY.GROWN:
YELLOW;
Medium Flat
ONLY

Frank T. Carr, 88. dred at his
home in Riceville last Monday; he
was buried Wednesday at Harmony Church. His widow, three
daughters and two sons survive.

LIMITED SUPPLY!
Charles E. Wright

FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED

MIDDLE ROAD,
PHONE 1•93-J, FULTON

•

Charles Croce. 72, well-known
citizen, died suddenly at his home
in South Fulton Tuesday . . . .
Ed. P. Waddell„ 37, well-known
lawyer of Union City. was killed
and a companion, Dan Turner, 23,
when their auto
FHS NOTES: The senior class' painfully injured
an I. C. freight train
play. "Green Stockngs", was di- crashed into during a rainstorm
rected by Miss Mary Royster and near Martin
presented..WedneSday night ... . Monday night.
Dr. H. E711taters, •President of
A bold thief made a raid on the
Union Universit37, delivereo a
house
baccalaureate sermon w:clow Eva Parhan's hen
stirring
Springs a few nights
Sunday at the high school audi- at Austin
several of her hens.
torium . . . . the Juniors were ago and took
facand
Seniors
the hosts to the
Fulton Scout troop 33, led . by
ulty in a brilliant banquet Friday,
Weaks and Robert Witty.
Louis
.
.
.
.
White
Iva
Miss
directed by
declared winner of an
been
has
operetta
School
High
The.Junior
accomplishment conity
inter-c
Misses
by
directed
Tuesday,
has been running for
which
test
played
d,
Clinkenbear
and
Elliott
six months. The followto a full house Tuesday evening the past
been made
have
members
ing
InstituCarr
of
children
150
.
.
Scouts: Harold Binkley,
Eagle
presented
school
Elementary
te
Friday Wendall Binkley, James Willingan excellent. program
ham, Graham Wilkins. William
Robert H. Grogan.
Although the flood of Monday Edwards and

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gholson are
the proud parents of a fine baby
boy, born at their Nornian Street
home Saturday.

Opayslogostra*ht

Dick Oberlin:

(4e414"Is 644e44aho4t4
Desultory is the word.
Mr. Webster defines it as "fitful, aimless, erratic," and that's
about rs neat a description as you
,
pre-primal)
the
can find of
atmosphere in both the Republiin
can and Democratic parties
Kentucky.
And here we are, only a couple of weeks away from the final
deadline for filing for office!
Usually, by this time in a gubernatorial election year, the dopesters would be having a picnic,
news stories
with almost daily
broadcast and printed about who
whom and
was doing what to
why.
most significant
About the
thing in recent weeks was the
announcement of Clinton publishWaterfield that
er Harry Lee
of
he'll support the candidacy
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby.
Wetherby and you've
Name
Just abont covered the democratic
primary. Ben Kilgore was in the
race, but he has been slipping
since the first of the year, and, to
me at least it was evident his
cause was lelfswhen he announced the names of the men who,
would handle his campaign.
anything
there's
Not that
with them—but Ben's
wrong
home is within shooting distance
of Bowling Green, and both men
are residents of the park city.
And you can't run a successful
state-wide campaign from one
community. It just doesn't get
votes.
It was tragic that Ben suffered that heart attask which compelled him to pull out of the race.
But this reporter, at least, is convinced that it saved him heartbreak later.

of
Howell Vjncent came out
Candidate's Woods with a roar,
lots of publicity,and what looked
like might be strong support. But
the roar has died away to a whisper. And that leaves Wetherby,
who quietly but effectively is not
just mending fences, but bolstering them in masterful fashion.
How about the Republicans? If
you can guess whit they're doing
—or going to do—you're crystal
ball is superior, indeed.
At this late date, some (a
very few) Republican leaders
heat on John
want to turn the
Sherman Cooper again, because
they are convinced that its a lot
more important to get votes and
operate
win an election than
state government after election.
However, sources of the utmost
reliability assure me that Cooper
most emphatically will not seek
gubernatorial nomination.
the
And they're just as emphatic that
he will be after the GOP senatorial nomination next year.
Thjs is going to make an interpolitical fish,
esting kettle of
since its reported that craggyDawson has
Charlie
browed
(Mr. Dawson is
vehemently
vehement about most things) and
repeatedly said John Cooper will
never be a candidate in Kentucky
again.
Oh yes, The Republican gubernatorial primary. You pays your
money and you takes your choice
—but its going to be awfully hard
for the GOP Powers to keep
Judge Eugene Siler from going
on the track. He'll talk with their
committees or anybody else—but
he won't be denied.
Sounds determined, doesn't he?

Tbe railroad line that stretch/ straight

as a string to the
distant horizon is the kind of line that railroad trains and
railroad men both like.

Nowhere do both trains and men find the going straighter
than on the Illinois Central's famed Edgewood Cutoff that
knifes its way straight south through lower Illinois into
Kentucky.
So straight is this line that one section runs for 62 miles
without curving so much as an eyelash—one of the longest
stretches of straight trackin the United States.
The Edgewood Cutoff is as level as it is straight. Much of
its 169-mile length is as level as a mill pond on a calm day,
and at no point does the track rime or fall more than 16 feet
in a mile. To maintain these easy grades three tunnels burrow through the IlliiiiI3 prairie hills for nearly two Mika
This railroad man's dream of a perfect line is reserved exclusively for freight trains which speed along at an effortless
60 miles-an-hour, thus linking the northern and southern
sections of Mid-America with the fastest freight service in
railroad history.
The Edgewood Cutoff was completed less than 25 years ago;
Today it makes possible the heaviest flow of traffic in Illinois Central history. To us in this Centennial year, the trains
rolling over the Edgewood line symbolize the Illinois
Central's determination to maintain the best transportation
possible for the people of Mid-America.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President
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The best ambulance service at any hour, day or sight.
Air-conditioned chapel
—MEMBER,—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS.N.

"Interested in buying a toothpick business for $7.570
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land visi
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_ W. L Rowland and Mite Rowland visited their son and brother, L. A. Rowland and Mrs. Rowland of Lynn Grove a Sew days

Also W. C. Goodwin, Earl
last week.
Friday, May 18, 1951 — The Fulton News — Page 3
Exhibit To Be
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson Wray, Elton Glisson, Avery Carr,
There will be preaching servi- Held At
Mr.
parents.
Williams,
and Bob called on his
School
Verdel Glisson, Jasper
ces at the Baptist Church Sunday,
The sure was good white people !about the mother of the year. I
and Mrs. Roy Emerson late Sun- Aubrey Howard, Francis Smith,
20th, with the pas'or, Bro. Students of all the
different to colored people. I wiss him so think that was so nice. Women is
May
day evening.
Oliver Taylor, Vestal Coltharp,
at
charge.
the
Fulton schools are
Sanders, in
Preaching grades
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were Don Starks, Harry Yates, Rufus services are held on the fil st and getting ready for their annual ex- much and I know Mrs. Smith miss wonderful piece of furniture if
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Lowery, Fgwin Rowland, Cecil third Sundays of each month. • hibit, which will be held Friday worser but I -told her that she they only knew it. Women has
must pray.
John Yates. Other guests were. Howard, Boaz House.
done so many good deeds so be
Brother Wyatt Hall of Horn- evening, May /18. The exhibit is
Also, Pug Puckett, Bill CavenI read that piece in the paper lof good cheer God is in the plan.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates, Jean
p.
7
and
at
m.,
tlbsen
the
to
public
deliver
will
the
mesTenn.,
beak,
Charlie
der,
Bushart,
Orbie
and Jimmy of Mayfield, Bro. and
`seriss."
,
Sunday
sans.
morning at the all parents are urged to attend
Mrs. BilLe Yates of
Nashville, Stuart, Jerry Coltharp and Rob- sage
and see the students' work which
Christ.
of
Church
Emerson.
ert
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowery
the
on
walls
on
be
display
will
The monthly singing crso-anMr. Rickman wishes to thank
and Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Zel
and bulletin boards.
each one for his kindess and firm will be held at the Bantist
Singleton.
The Home Economic DepartMay 27th, at 7:30
Sunday.
Church
them
be
to
if
to
able
repay
hopes
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams
public is invited to at- ment will put on a style show and
were Sunday dinner guests of her misfortune ever comes their way. D. m. The
the bind will give a concert at
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were tend this singing convention.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.'f. C. House.
the 8:30.
here
attended
from
Several
Mr.
Charles
of
and
Mrs.
guests
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
After this program the Manual
Baccalaureate Sermon at Martin
J. J. McNatt were: Mr. and Mrs. Williams Sunday afternoon.
Arts Department will have charge
Sunday
Misses
Fulton
night.
decorA
and
large
crowd
attended
Carl Ilainline, Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Sylvadeen Moss are of an exhibit of wood work.
McNatt and uncle Alfred McNats. ation at the Pinson cemetery Alvaleen and
South Fulton
Sunday.
graduating from
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Finley were High School and Mr. Joe Carroll
Has- at 1Plas. 'ion Life:
and Sue of Lone Oak were Satur- Sunday dinner guests of
their Moss is graduating from Martin
day night guests of her dad, W. daughter, Mrs. Chester Murphy. High School.
The Writings Of
L. Rowland and Allie.
Mr. Murphy and Judy of MayMrs. Paul Harris of near Water
Mattie Dear
weekThe friends and neighbors of field. They drove to Lone Oak in Valley, Kentucky spent the
Tremon Rickman met at his home the afternoon.
cncl with Mr. and Mrs Guy HarMonday
afternoon and planted
In thee, 0 Lord, do I put my
ris and family.
Mrs.
Earl trust. The Lord has bless me to
hDueto
beensickness
Mi.. and
Fulton Route One
Pierce. write another article and I thank
children of
unable
had
Long and
Sue Clark
was
to get much farm work done this
Tenn., visited Mr and Mrs. Paul Him for it. Last Sunday
spring.
and daughter Sunday.
Mother's Day and my pastor sure
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clark of Long
Those present were: Floys RickMiss Mary Ann Babbs spent preached a Mother's Day sermon.
Riverside, Calif:, are visiting his
night with Miss Evelyn , Text, first Samuel, 2nd chapter,
man, Virgil Arnett, J. D. Yates,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark. Saturday
They attended the Sing- 1 19th verse. Subject; "Care of a
Bill Edwards, Fred Cashon, Bruce
Thursday night dinner guests of Long.
Vincent, Marvin Coltharp, RayConvention at Union C:ty. ;Mother."
Mr. arid Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: ing
Cl!harp, Carl Hairline,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Jordan of I He sure explained how a mothmond
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clark, Dale
parents, er cares for her child but first
Glisson,
City visited his
Neal Bushart, Bernice
Thoroughly Dried
Flatt and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond union
Darius Emeison and B. G. LowMr. and Mrs. Ancil Jorlan, Sun- thing after breakfast I went to
Clark.
Number 2 or Better
Clarksdale to the funeral home
ery.
day.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Ms.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cheathani to look on the body of Mr. P. W.
0. G. Clark were: Mr. and Mrs.
and children, Mrs; Gladys Allen Smith. He past this life May 8.
Joe Elder, Mr. and Mrs. Junior
and Mrs. Mussie . Beadles , and Ite was a good man to his tenCruce, Billy Bennett. Gerald and
All Widths and Lengths
Fulton, visited ants when he was farming. He
children, all of
Jimmy Wilkerson, Harold Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cheatham look like he was asleep.
Cook.
When I come from the funeral
and family and. Mrs. Fate CheatRev. and Mrs. Roy Shepard of
home I went to church and had
Sunday.
ham
gave a birthday
Water Valley
after
service and
Parrish and son', • a spiritual
Mrs. Thad
diner Sunday, May 13 in honor of
Larry. spent Sunday with preaching I sponsored a wonderJames
their son. Nolan. who is enrolled
ful Mother's Day program. The
her mother. Mrs. Mary Cook.
--LUMBER COMPANY
at Murray State College.
Paul Kendall of Futon children -sure spoke nice and comMrs.
were: Sue
Those attending
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
Sunday with her p.srents. ing home from church I aimed to
spent
Hart. Virginia
Clark, Loretta
cross the railroad and when I
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Jones.
501 WALNUT ST. PHONE 96 FULTON KY
Clark, Ralph Tuck, Shelba Clark, ,Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and ciattgri- picked up my foot to step over the
Charles Stehl, Billy Childers. ter, Anna Lou, visited Mr. and rail there I fell on them rocks
Unice Wilson, the honoree, No- Mrs. A. N. Wilson. Mr. an..1 Mrs.' and skint my knee. It sure did
lan Shephard and others.
Ann hurt me. But I arn up thank the
Bertis Levister and Mrs.
Each had a wonderful time and Wilson of _Martin, Sunday.
Lord but my knee is swell.
served.
was
a delicious dinner
I am through choping now. I
Miss Myra Ann Moss, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. H..Moss, Ji., hasn't any thing to do but I am
is seriously ill at her hems at not feeling so well. I have wrote
tins ivriting. Her many friends Mrs.'Slattie Bernhard some time
hearing
wish for her a speedy recover:,. ago but I can get no
Joyce Croce
The many friends of Mts. Har- from her. I wonder is she yet aMrs. Elm Guntcr is spending a
Paducah, Kentucky live. I sure would like to hear
few days with Mr. and Mrs: Joe old Ross of
(nee Nell Mar:e Tuck), will. Le from her.
Brockwell.
is rapI believe that she is a wonderMemphis pleased to learn thlit she
Peggy and Nell of
recuperating from a mat-sr ful Christian and I wants to hear
spent the weekend with Mr. and id'y
cperation at the Ri“,i side Hi s- from her. Let me tell you one
Mrs. Ernest Owsely.
thing. Mr. P. W. Smith was white
pite!, Paducah.
Ronnie Cruce is spending this'
IN OUR STORE
true enough but he sure was a
week with his grandparents, Mr.
Rita .Kramer, good white man. If he could favor
Miss
ON
Little
•
and Mrs. Ises Cruce.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theo. you he sure would. His wife was
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Kramer of the Country Courts is the first one showed me how to
Mrs.
Les Cruce were: Mr. and
with the mumps. write article in the Daily Press
Mrs. ill this week
Luther Pannell, Mr. and
. paper.
She became ill Sunday.
Mr.
Junior,
Thermon Syndier and
and
Hutchison
W.
and Mrs. Earl
Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Leman Croce
and Royce, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Laid
of Dukedom, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Mrs. Junior
Owsely, Mr. and
COME IN
CI uce and -Ronnie.
Les Croce is on the sick list.
AND SEE ME
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Gunter and
SOMETIME
in
Diane spent Iasi weekend
Nashville attending Mr. Gunter's
sister's wedding.
PHONE 483
To Show What Fine Calves Can Be Grown The
Mrs. Earl Hutchison and Jerry
PURINA WAY
spent Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. Junior Cruce and Ronnie.
Thursday guests of Mrs. Jun'cr
Croce were: her mother, Mrs. 0.
G. Clark of Fulton. Mrs. Charles
Clark of Calif.

SPECIAL, UNDER - MARKET PRICE!

YOUR FENDER
WOULD SE A POOR
DEFENDER
if it should strike and injure someone and he sues
you. That is when it would
pay to have dependable
Automobile Liability Insurance.

FALL & PIRTLE
INSURANCE
Phone 37
214 Main St.

POPLAR
FRAMING
LUMBER

h ofhni
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most
fa isii.\(;rhoep.

1$

PER 100

(:,rICIZ'AMERS,

VMMANWEVEY:
WE'RE RAISING

Fulton Route Four

BEAUTENA

r-

If you need more seed
coin, coil or see us.

FULTON HATCHERY
I AS1 STATE: LINE

SEE US FOR YOUR HYBRID SEED CORN:

TOWLE'S NEWEST
STERLING PATTERN!

/ Full-Size 40-in.

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
RANGE

Funk's "G"; Pfister; U. S. 13 and others
*

*

Designed for the American way
of life, Contour is new and exciting. Yet, for all its handmade look, Contour is not
expensive. A six-piece
place setting costs
only $37.50.

*

WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING SOY BEANS:
Ogden, Wabash, S-100, Virginia Brown.
McCourrin, Woods and Banana Beans
*

*

*

Sudan, silage cane
GARDEN SEED: Sweet
* * *
FERTILIZERS: We have the following
analyses: 0-12-12;6-12-12; 4-8-8-; 3-12 12;
3-9-6; 2-12-6; 4-12-8; 6-8-6;(6 8 6, special
'straight potash and
tobacco) 50`‘- and 60`47`' phosphate.
*

*

*

We have SWIFT'S WEED KILLER and 2-4-D,
2-4-8 and 2-4-5T mixtures.
•
*
•

inAollani Paid ,71fivancenuni in

25 pits

Tractor Sprayers
SHARON WILLIAMS
* * *

New Fume-Proof, Sun-Proof House Paint
produces a film of unusual whiteness.
It will not discolor or darken
from coal smoke or industrial
gases. It's self-cleaning, too—removes surface dirt.
Years of extensive exposure
tests under many types of climate
conditions, from strong sunlight
and salt air to heavy industrial
fume areas, have proved the superiority of this new formula
over ordinary house paint.
Come in and ask us
about new FumeProof, Sun-Proof
house Paint.
Come In for FREE

METAL ROOFING:
roofing
6-7-8-9-10-12 corrugated
*
*
•

Check these
Features:

Faster than Fast
Surface Cooking
New superfast "Speedomaster" units
give greater
pan contact.
EASIEST TO WAN

* Ov•n Tharmirshd
* Automatic Overt
Signal Light
i•nt A p.
* C
plionc• Outlet
* Stainless Perces
lain Exterior,

Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
210 CHURCH STREET

PHONE, 900

IDEAL FOR THE GRADUATE!
WONDERFUL FOR THE JUNE BRIDE!

EASY TERMS

ropy "Color Dynamics for th• Horn•" bookie&

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

We are dealers for F & L fertilizer—distributor
•
GARDEN SEED: most common varieties.
Purple-hull peas: white crowders, brown
crowder and black-eyed peas.

* 5-H•at Surfac•
S wirch•s

BENNE!' ELECTRIC
217 Main

Fulton

ANDREWS JEWELRY M.
226 Church Street

Fulton

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
PHONE 620
409 COLLEGE STREET
Custom Grinding and Mixing
Custom Seed Cleaning

101,1R '
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Allen, carder girl; Mrs.
Frank
, Hodge, Mr. Jones'. secretary; and
(Continued from page One)
, this season. We are indeed sorry
Killebrew of Fulton. She certain- Bruce, Meacham, who works in.
Y7,171111% their mistakes and at the same I for this loss to the Hopkinsville
P • .11r!'1"'""'"`TenIVIINIMMMPL!'
ly didn't marry him for money the shop.
Light Casts Annoying Shadows and Glare ...
Bathroom
It
Your
I
giving them a good word • club. Ray will be missed through„
Jones Auto Parts has the space
for he was also broke when he
'l
l out the circuit.
make a
when they
married and had to borrow $2.50 of three store building with an
kii°1:1
a good
e , Who says we can't have
as the warehouse. The
upstairs
;
with which to get marled.
ball club?
company services an area of a
-g
viith the
series
forget
the
Don't
Mr.
Jones
the
Fall
of
1924
•
In
-1
I
Jackson Generals here on Friday,
went to Wauchula, Fla., where he 75 mile radius.
= I Should the Railroaders fail, -e night
and Saturday night. This is
worked wi h the Wauchula Mo- 1 Mr. Jones is a very friendly
I;os the Railroaders
7.0 believe that the fans will be as the first chance for the fans to
tor Compa , Buick, Chevrolet and likeable man. He is a member
' much, or more, to blame than the see the Generals in action. The
and Cadillac dealers. After six of the Church of Christ and of
With the current-season still in boys themselves. The attendance have several veterans back on the
nihnths with that company, he the Elks Lodge. His favorite spurt
it's infancy, the Kitty critics are throughout the league has been staff including
Conovan,
Mike
took a traveling salesman's job is fishing. One of his hobbies is
really. on a big howl. Where's all pitiful these few opening days of Hal Seawright, Wally •Alestan.
with the OK Candy Company. In playing the piano.
the good pitching we've had in the season. Every club has the Lee Valadez, Maurice Partain
Mr. Jones is very proud of his
1925 he returned to Fulton, and
years? Where's all the blues over the financial end of the and ,Gabby Stewart. Let's help
recent
opened a garage
where A. C. only child, Ivan Jr., who is a
heavy sluggers that rattled the story. Did you ever stop to think the Railroaders keep the ball
Butts Grocery was 'formerly(lo- graduate of South Fulton High
boards in past seasons?
of the competition that faces each rolling!
building was School and Murray State College.
cated:' When the
ball club'?
piano, he is
sold six months later, he rented A student of the
years in the league
The past
space for his garage from Pickle- studying for his Master's Degree
have spoiled the fans into believthink you have to conDO install two fluorescent or in Terry Motor Company (where in mtlisic at the University of
First of all, there is the proDON'T
candescent ,fixtures—one on each
ing that we can have class B ball blem of the major league broaditer one fixture over the bathroom
Motor
Company is Southern California. Ivan Jr., is
Kentucky
side of the mirror. For shadowless,
in this class D league all of the casts. The stations have
been
mirror. A lamp placed in this posinow lccated). He also worked at also a veteran of World War II,
the
lamps
center
the
glarefree
light,
see
it,
time. Well, the way we
tion casts shadows on the neck and
quieted to some extent on this
I when he served 18 months in the
D subject, however, there are still
at 5 feet, 2 inches high and cover this time for the Pickle Service
Railroaders are a good class
chin, makes shaving and other
Station across the Street. This.Navy.
shields.
translucent
with
"Medicine
in
Kentucky,
Today
them
league.
difficult.
D
good
class
clo.
jobs
in
a
i.l.seoing
club
enough-nf them in operation that
was in 1927.
Mr.. Jones and his wife pura fellow can hear the game if he and Tonunorrow" is the subject Of
On March 23, 1927, the Jones' chased the Mont Collins estate at
an
address
that
Sam
A.
OverMany of the fans say that we wants to. The fishing areas are
bnly child, Ivan, Jr„ was born. I the edge of the South Fulton city
When a fellow street, M. D., Louisville, President MRS. JOHNSON
can't continue on the top at our not much help.
While he was still operating the i limits in 1941 and are planning to
of
the
Kentucky
State
Medical
v,
present pace. We don't kno but stays on the lake all day, more
(Continued from Page One)
garage and working at the ser- • build a new home there in the
Association,
will
deliver
at
a
we certainty hope so. Should the than likely, he's ready to hit the
tificate, she started working as
vice station, he also operated a , near future.
other clubs improve, why couldn't hay when he gets home. All in joint dinner meeting of the phy- bookkeeper and cashier for Mcthat Mr. Jones
It is obvious
bread route for a company out
sicians
of
McCracken
County
and
likewise?
We
Railroaders
do
the
all, the competition is about twice
Dowell's ' general merchandise
hitched his merry auto business
The new officers of
Wesley of Paducah.
•
the
First
Councilor
District
at
good
hookup
with
a
good
than
it
was
in
have a
earlier
as great
store. After being employed there
When Ivan. Jr., was hist a tiny to a star . . . and now, you can
Paducah, Wednesday, May 23, J. for about seven years Mrs. John- Foundation for the school Year
organization that has our. welfare years.
15. baby, Mrs. Jones drove the car, see, he's certainly riding the rainVernon Pace, M. D.,
Paducah, son went to, work at the OK. At 1951-52 were chosen April
hustling
at heart. We have a
.They are: George Morgan, Presi- with the baby in a basslnette on bow.
manager that is a quiet easy-goingWhat we're driving at is just First District Councilor, has an- first she continued to keep the dent; Barbara
Burns, Vice-Presi- the
floor-board,
while
her ••=111111111MMImia
fellow on the streets of Fulton, this: There should be mole pro- nounced.
McDowell's,
books at
she later dent; Marion Kearby, Secretary;
grandfather, James
Killebrew,
"Responsibilities of the Medical
out at the ball park, it's a differ- motion in the baseball business.
gave up the part-time job at Mc- and James Hudson, Treasurer.
WE SELL 1T—WE INSTALL IT
de'ivered bread to the stores.
ent story.
Several of the Kitty members are Profession" is the title pf a talk Dowell s.
—or—
, The new President is a native
In 1928 the
Joneses
moved
Under3mod, M. -D.,
using community nights, Ladies that Bruce
When she first went to the OK of Raceland, Ky.
He attended from East State Line to the Swig- WE SELL IT—YOU INSTALL IT
He's as full of pepper as a bowl nights, Knothole nights and vari- ,Louisville, Secretary of the Asso, she assisted the main bookkeeper, Kentucky
—or—
Wesleyan College in gard
Central
Apartments on
. of Mexican chili, talking to the ous other means of drawing the ciation and State Health Commis- Mrs. May Moore,
and when Mrs. Winchester for two years before Avepue. In 1930 they purchased YOU BUY IT ANYWHERE—WE
sioner,
make
in
sharing
the
boys all the time, showing them fans to the ball parks. You've got
INSTALL IT
Moore quite a short time later, transferring to the University of
* • •
to keep them ei vare of the.thrills speaking honors on the program, Mrs. Johnson took over all the Kentucky. He will graduate as an the house and Mr. Jones opened
the
first
garage
of
his
own
on
the
Dr.
Pace
said.
that can be found at the sound of
We carry a complete line of
books. In fact she ran the whole Electrical
Engineer in June of first floor of the building, with
W.
P.
Hall,
M.
D.,
Paducah,
the ball leaving the bat when
Cabinliving quarters upstairs. He op- Bath Fixtures, Sinks, Sink
the
McCracken office. Now there are two other 1952.
those Railroaders start rounding President of
eta Garbage Disposals. Water
girls in the office besides
Miss Burns
attends
Trans- erated this
Mrs.
garage
until
1934.
over
Society,
will
preside
County
the bases.
Wake up, fellows,
where she is when he went into the auto parts Heaters and Medicine Cabinets.
the meeting, which is scheduled Johnson, and sometimes there's sylvania College
• 4
we've got toostay in baseball.
currently a sophomore. She is a business,
with a very limited
to start at 6:30 p. m., at the Ritz three workers to assist her.
Galvanized Pipe
Soil Pipe
In December of
Education, capital and stock.
1923, Mrs. student of Religious
Widener,
M.
D.
Hotel.
George
H.
•
.
•
Hopkinsville has
started the
Johnson married Harbert John- specializing in Regligious Drama.
Mr.
Jones
operated
a
parts
Secretary
of
the
McCracken
casualty list for the Kitty again
a farmer, but she preferred Her home is in Lexington. Miss ,store there until several years My shop is at my home; you may
Friday and Saturday this season. If you remember, group, is making the local ar- son,
to continue on with her job. Most Kearby is a native of Fulton, Ky. later, when he moved to
May 18-19
the buy your plumbing . material at
rangements.
Eddie Lempas broke his leg at
of the time since they've been She is majoring in English while Meadows block. He occupied the night, when you have plenty of
First
Councilor
District
of
The
the early stage of the 1950 season.
—Double Feature Program—
married they have
made their in College and is looking toward a part of the hotel, where once had time
Another Hoppe-, Ray Imler, vet- the State Association is made up horhe at 111 Central
Avenue in teaching career. Mr. Hudson is a been the dining room. When the
counties:
Ballard,
of
the
following
ADVENTURE!
with
the
eran of several seasons
WIIDEST AFRICA'S MOST TERRIFYING
freshman
engineering student Meadow's Hotel burned Mr. Jones
Calloway„ Carlisle, Fulto n, South Fulton.
Hickman. Livingston, In discussing -the changes in the who comes from Washington. D. lost his entire business. Not disGraves,
PLUMBING SHOP
couraged he opneed up his busiMcCracken and Marshall.
business world since she started C.
The new officers were installed ness back on Central Avenue and ,
Shop: 909 Arch Street
working,
Mrs.
Johnson said.
at Ow Annual Wesley Foundation stayed there until 1940, at which; 11,111'. "1StiValmit St. Phone 1037
"Why,
when
I
started
working,
Local Firemen
the
most people thought that it was Installation Dinner, First Meth- I time he moved to where
Attend Convention
Moose Lodge is now located. He ERIEHIEMIRMEEne
terrible for women to work. Of odist Church, May 11. at%6:30
MS-1664
operated there until 1946, when
there were a few that m.
Fire course,
W. T. Dawson, Fulton
he purchased the balance of the
Chief and firemen, Stanley Jones. worked, but usually it was from
old Meadow's hotel building and
as was my case. But. Fined In City Court
Friday and Saturday Raymond Stallins Lowell Will- necessity,
remodled it.
working
very I
iams, and H. P. Allen attended'I have enjoyed
J. H. Case of Union City was
V' PM warermsna
But the years have been kind
Convention in, much, and they have been good to rine& $102 and osts in City Court
Firemen's
the
AMAZON BEAUTIES STAMPEDE
to Meshack Jones and his family.
Wednesday
and me at the OK".
Hopkinsville
JUNGLE RAIDERS!
morning
by
Judge
here Monday
He has paralyzed eleven dollars
When the gracious lady started
ar sat sst
Thursday of this week.
H. H. Perce, for driving a motor into a figure many times that
Chief Dawson left here Tuesday1 working with the lauhdry, it was vehicle while under the influence
JOHNNY
amount, not so much with luck,
and
operated by J. J.
• night and the .firemen Wednes- owned
of alcohol. He was arrested by 10. but with hard work, devotion to
Owens. A short time before his
day morning.
; duty and true and sincere percal police Saturday morning.
death in
1942, he put his son,
Jangle Jim
servalice. He has branched out to
—Co-Hit—
Vernon, in charge of the business
years called the OK and theji-were able such alt extent that besides the
as manager. Twenty-five
ago the plant was much smaller to find one of them. About a year sale of auto parts and equipment
rCe
another one of the rings Jones Auto Parts
mandfactuers
than it is tcday, she recalled. It later
was renrsleled and enlarged just was found when the sewer was all Colors of auto paints and also
Another
time,
a
does niotor rebuilding and
all
before 04 llua, war. At:first there cleaned out.
were onlyAtivo routes .and now man's set of false teeth, with ex- types of specialty work as making
was
found
pensive
bridge-work,
magnetoes. speedometers
and
there are six.
pocket, just as the carburetors.
Mrs. Johnson said that during in a shirt
iron
the
presser
to
put
was
about
Mr.
Jones
has
three
out-side,
these 25 years, practically every
salesmen, besides himself,
plus
, thing has been fourrel in laundry down on it.
Careful cleaning and expert
Mrs. Johnson is a member of seven
employees on the inside.
and
bags—money, diamonds,
repair will add life to every
They are: Guy Fry, George Gardeven a live little kitten. One time the First Baptist Church.
one of your electrical applicrochet ner. and Frank Hodge, salemen;
beautiful
She does
A Lawless Breed
a woman left her diamond rings
ances.
pinned to her gown. Another time work and sells lots of baby sets. Edd Neeley, Parts Manager; Besin a Lawless Land!
Mrs. Johnson's daughter. Mrs. sie Ply, bOoldteeper; Gardner
Mrs. R. M. Belew lost three of
.744.
41/
her diamonds. She immediately Paul Fite. now lives in Detroit. Whitlock and John Powell EmerRANDOLPH
She has two children, Judith Ann son, counter salesman; Lilly D.
iiPMERY GWYNNE
and Paul. Jr.
Mrs. Johnson has two sisters.
and
RUPTURE
Mrs. R. Q. Moss of Fulton
'c ALE S S., SE VICE
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Sensational New Invention
Mrs. C. J. Spann of Paris, Tenn..
.1*
BIEerRIC- alf CtANFiX
May 20-21-?2
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
and one brother, Otice QuisenBuys. .
frYr.ori
4
,1*•205.(0MMEACIAL AVE.
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
berry of Sanford, Kansas.
LADD'S A FINTItifs.1 ;4“.1
CITY DRUG COMPANY
whose
SELLS . . .
Indeed, Mrs. Johnson,
Of THE
Phones 70. 428
smile ha,s dispelled the wash day 408 Lake St.
RENE'S . .4151
blues of thousands of housewives
U.S. MAIL'S
in this section, has been a pioneer
REPAIRS IT•
among working women. If the
CRIME-FIGHTING
were
career
problems of her
SERVICE!
stacked on end, they would have
—PLUS—
made mountains of trouble. But
unlike the people who wanted the
Bugs Bunny - - Serial
mountains to come to them, she
SEE THE
went to the mountains of trouble
and tackled them all.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
In her liesure the News hopes
eil-ef-0al
that she will enjoy her
much
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THE REAL"
needed rest, but her
cheering
smile will certainly be missed in
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the daily working life oaf Fulton.
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HAM

MESHACK JONES

ETHERIDGE

PHYSICIANS TO MEET
IN PADUCAH,MAY 23

I
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ton.
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Mr.
Hal, ,

CRUTCHFIELD GIRL
ELECTED OFFICER

J. E. CAMPBELL
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470,4

WEISSMULLER

FURY
of r14-

-le' 4011,09

SPECIAL

SALE,
CHILDRENS'

SANDALS

SCOTT

(ITY LIE( IC,

Who

Where are They
Located?

Appointment
with

U.....

"STEEL
HELMET"

starring

ALAN LADLIYILLIS CAM

—with—
Robt. Hutton
Steve Brodie
Gene Evans

PAUL STEIVAIT• IAN SIERLING • lad Wen
tokm‘ br
evecled
ROBERT FELLOWS • LEWIS ALLEN
emir A, MOUND MIEN and WARREN DUE'

Wednesday - Thursday
May 21 2.4
RUTHLESS
TREACIIEGY

Wednesday Only

and SAVAGE
ACTION I!

/,,'
"A MUST FOR EVERYBODY"

$2.89
$2.79
$2.29

* Black patent leathers.
* Red, white, brown
leathers.
* Dress and play sandals.
* izes Baby 3 to misses'
and boys' 3.

Pa.,ed

cao6Imoe

For Fine Liquots

426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93

THE OLDEST
DISTILLED BEVERAGE STORE
IN WEST KENTUCKY

m.....•

ORSON WELLES
on A MERCURY PRODUCTION

riblegent
WILIIAM SHAKESPEARE
innednon,,
14:2

IFANF"
v

°I4

MAKE HOGS OUT OF
RUNTS!
2. Speeds up the
Slow Growers
3. Stimulates Poor
Milking Sows
4. Easy to Feed—
No Mixing
FORTIFIED WITH
VITAMIN $12
AND ANTIIMOTIC
FEED SUPPLEMENTS
PLUS SPECIA1 HIGH
POTENCY INGREDIENTS
Get your supply
TODAY!

WAYNE

N._ Or Moos 1,0/47

Minn t FIELINAM

Powerful NEW Super Feed Helps

FRY'S
SHOE STORE
220 Lake St.

LAW-ABIDING ... ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
... BIG STOCKS. Our Motto: "How LITTLE
may we charge, not how MUCH."
COURTEOUS and APPRECIATIVE of your
business ... since 1934.

TAIL CURLER
A C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
PHONES 602 - 603
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The Fulton News
hear that all the children are bet-; her parents, Rev. and Mrs. W. B. and was employed in Paducah. Friday, May 18, 1951
Mrs. Hicks is the daughter of Mr
Bishop.
ter.
News and Personals from - - - Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gos,} Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett and Mrs. Vodie Jackson, Fulton, visited relatives in Fulton Sur- —GO 10.1 CIIIIIMC71 SUNDAY—
.-sum and son, Ronald, spent the Spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake. Route 5 and was employed at the day.
brother, Mr.1 Members of her family met them Henry I. Siegel factory.
weekend with his
There will be cottage prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Hicks are at home
and Mrs. R. S. Gossurn and fam- there for a Mother's Day dinner.
meeting at the home of Mr. and
Fulton.
in
Street
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. at 107 Norman
ily of Pilot Oak.
Mrs. Charlie Phillips on Friday
Eir.. H..W.,Connaughton
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton spent
Mrs. J. B. Davis and diaighters . T. B. Pewitt of Mayfield, Mr. and
night at 7:30. Rev. Earl Baird vital
Leon!
Mrs.
Mr.
and
with
Sunday
the I Mrs. Cloyce Walker and children,
Odell Puckett
of Memphis are spending
be in charge.
Vetierivary Service
week with her parents, Mr. and Janice and Larry, Mr. and Mrs. Moore.
Thompson
Abe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Fulgham.
Feed Hopkins of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and I
Mrs. John Moore.
rleane 11117-S
spent
1 with Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn.
(Too late for last week)
Miss Steve of Paducah spent the week- I and children of Paducah
MI s. Alice Rhodes and
Mrs. Peggy Foster of Memphis
Day with his. parents.
Mother's
ar Call 14)
MarMrs.
visited
of
Harrison
andi
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie•Meore
end with their parents, Mr.
spent most of the week with June Lovie
and Mrs. John Thompson and
Rev. and Mrs. W. B. Bishop and
cell Witherspoon Sunday after- Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna, Mr.1 Mr.
Pilot Oak spent Sunday after- Bishop.
Weterbaasiaa
Graimae
Monday
spent
Pegram_
Mrs. Ida
Mrs. Lila Bradley
noon with Mr. and Mr:. Robert
and Mrs. Claude Taylor and Joy.
Little Miss Melania Ann puck- noon.
Most of the school children are
night at Kentucky Lake and enMortis-Fallow
night
Sunday
am
left
Arnett
emeseltill
Wilson
Grissom
Edgar
Gossum.
and Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ett,
out of school for vacation_ Cayce t
joyed an outing of fishing.
an for Louisville for a few days.
spent Friday evening with Mr.' is out and Lodgeston will be out
Puckett underwent
Harold
Tuesspent
Grissom
Eulie
Stephens
Miss
Little Miss Maxine
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Carl and Mrs. Lubin Grissom and sops,
Saturday at thh Fuller'
I this week also the city schools.
day night with Miss Sue Charl- should have been mentioned last operation
Gilliam Hospital in Mayfield for Cooley included: Mr. and Mrs. Jerry and Gent, of Riceville.
Happy vacation children.
having
those
ton.
week a.; one of
of
family
and
SatWalker
spent
Gilbert
Hicks
Virginia
.She
Edna
eyes.
her
one
of
a tumor over
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards, chicken pox. Now this week little is doing fine at this writing.
Lou
Annie
Lynnville, Mr. and Mrs. Porter urday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and son, Miss Marilyn Ann Charlton has
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum Stephens and Gloria Ann, Mr. Hie* on the Hickman Highway.
Hal, Jr., spent Sunday afternoon chicken pox. We will be glad to and Mike spent the weekend with and Mrs. Edward Murphy of FulMr. and Mrs.-N. B. Roberson
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. gham.
their
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton and sons spent Sunday with her
of
James Copeland and family
Mrs. Leon
with parents, Mr. and
and family visited Sunday
near Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Britt and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Moore.
of
son spent Saturday night with his Charlton and daughter, Mary of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hicks
brother. Mr. and Mrs. John Britt Wingo.
Futon, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Maand boys.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett, theny, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton
Noble Bradley of Little Rock, Mr. and Mrs. Harold West spent and son, Danny Lynn spent SunVance
afternoon at Number day with Mr. and Mrs.
Ark., is spending the week with Sunday
Mr. and Min. Lila Nine Lake.
his cousin,
Hicks and Edna Virginia.
Legion AuxiliBradley.
The American
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister ary will observe Poppy Day SatThe members
with her parents, urday, May 28.
spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
have planned a poppy booth and
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Carl will also have sandwiches, pie
included: Mr. and Mrs. and drinks to sell along with the
Cooley
THE MAYTAG
Porter Stephens and Gloria Ann, popp:es. The public is invited to
AUTOMATIC
Mr. and MN. Edward Murphy of attend this sale.
Mrs. J. C.
Fulgham, Mr. and
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
WASHER
Cooley and family of Fulton and
All persons who have not paid on the upLINE
STATE
WEST
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of PaduMrs. Edgar Grissom
Set It. Forget It.
cah.
keep of cemetery lots are asked to pay the SexMaytag does alS
Mrs. Glenn Puckett spent SunThere was a good crowd at the
the work. Sea it
parents, Mr. and Mission
special tzeki1
Sunday with
day with her
ton or the City Clerk at the City Hall in Fulton21S today.
of
Mrs. Fred Hopkins of Fulgham.
singing by the Bonds Trio
and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle
Springhill Community formerly BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gelder en- of Fulton.
21: Main
Invite compliments on your .present
Sunday
Willis Howard Hicks and Miss
joyed supper at the lake
their
night.
Helen Jackson surprised
wardrobe long after first wearing, with
many friends by getting married
Perspiration
dr) clean fresh clothes!
VALLEY
WATER
in Corinth, Miss., Saturday, May
(This week's News)
12. Their attendants were sMr.
odors, grime and cleaning odors are all
Mrs. Johnnie Matheny, sisand
Mrs. J. C. McAlister left Wed- ter
banished-and perfect fit is retained!
brother-in-law of the
and
her
nesday for Detroit to visit
bride.
Call 14 for quick pick-up!
sister, Mrs. Dewey Chatman.
son of Mr. and
Willis is the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard return- Mrs. Vance Hicks, west of town
after
home
ed Monday to their
FOR PICK UP
spending the weekend in the Blue
Grass Region. While there they
attended the Kentucky Derby.
FOR
Miss June B.shop spent MonBradBuster
Mrs.
day night with
le:.
Mrs. Glenn Puckett, Mrs. Hai-oil Puckett and daughter. Melanie spent Wednesday with Mrs.
T. B. Pewitt of Mayfield.
Among those shopping in Mayfield Thursday were: Mrs. JaunMobley,
ita Guill, Mrs. W. H.
Mrs. Buster Bradley, Miss Odell
Toskim Telreihed
Puckett and Edd Stephens.
- - SEE - Mr. and Mrs. Charles Avery of
Calif., are visiting
Bakersfield.
her mother, Mrs. Rebecca Foster,
other relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
Ice-cold Coca-Cola is
-daughter. Sandra were Sunday
it,
4044.,
refraldlosS
trowel
Mr.
to
it
brother,
takes
dinner guests of his
and Mrs. Wilson Arnett and son,
Try it. You'll Mkt
'Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and
son, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOBITY Of INS GOCA.COL4 C0111111.111
Phone 35
20i Church St.
left Sunday for a few weeks vaCOCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
FULTON
St.
and
Fla.,
Miami,
in
cation
•IIIST.111.Cam-Cie Ca.plogr
Complete Stocks
George, S. C.
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray
College spent the weekend with
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FOR THE CITY OF FULTON

I ARISIAN
DRY CLEANING IS
BETTER - FASTER!

1

43,1

USED

FURNITURE

tied" I say

"TraveW

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

Fhat's that wonderful scent? It's

mis
ps

IF

Dorothy Gray
Hot Vireather Cologne
Sfragr
regular 1100 size

$19-g

I
:
full

half pint

Everything is NEW for Oldsmobile's
Revolutionary NEW "Rocket Ride"!
The/acts—the FEATURES—speakfor shrouding! Ls
this new Super "88," you see ten years' major
advancements! Body: low, wide, and handsonte—a111
Chassis: springs, shocks, frames—all new!"Rather:all
that famous snap and sparhle'-pins new economy.
new dependability! And Hydra-Marie Dram* hos sew
instantaneous reverse gear selection! Smoothness—
smartness-- amazing gas savings! They're all new.
all ',oars in Oldsmobile's Super "88"! Come
into our showroom! Drive the triumphant
NEW Super "138" Oldsmobile!

3k,

Summer Song, Natural, Sweet Spice. Jasmin
Bouquet, White Lilac—and all five smell so good
it's hard to pick a favorite. But at this price you
can afford two or three, in the big, handsome
bottles, for home, office, week ends.

Forecast:fair and cooler... with

SIPM

Dorothy Gray
Jumbo Slick Cologne
25
piss tax
.
$1
Brush it lightly over wrists and temples ... your
temperature drops, your spirits soar! A quartet
offavorite scents:Golden Orchid,SummerSong;
Sweet Spice and White Lilac ...in really
jumbo-size, eye-catching packages.

iNTS

.11(

()rim optional GI
OlelemeBlie Super "as- 4-Doser Aden.. •Hydre-Ilwir
soithatat antra
UquIpment.seemoorie, ene/ trim mkt,.to champ

IIMETO COSI.

YOUR

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

01SME

OLDSMOBILE'

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY,210 East State Lie

"The REX ALL Store"
216 Lake Street

NEAREST

Fulton

Pip If— The Token News — 'Friday, May 18, 1951 A Little Bird Tells 'Ent;
He's Working For
The Master!
Interests
And a little bird told them!

'HONORS DAY TO BE
HELD AT FULTON HI

FOR WOMEN
CLUBS

HOME NEWS

PHONE 470

BETTY Al VAUGHN
AND J. C. JACKSON
WED IN CNION CITY

PIANO RECITAL TO
BE HELD MAY 16

l'essir, two little red birds
living in a tree make no bones
about the tact that they are
working for their Master.
Recently the pretty weather
brought out. the gardening enthusiasts. One particularly ardent gardner in West Fulton
was busy with his enjoyable
chores when he noticed two
equally busy red birds flying
backwards and
fon cards to
their nest. Getting interested
he followed their flight and discovered that in a near-by bush
the birds had made a nest and
were guardedly protecting two
little eggs, which rested therein.
But on closer scrutiny the
gardener got the jolt of his life
when he noticed that the birds
had picked up pages from a
book to line their nest and lo
and behold, prominently placed
for all the world to see was a
part of the page which read:
Working for My Master.
And little birds remind us!

Mr. and Mrs. J. 14. Vaughn have
announced the marriage of their
A piano recital will be given
daughter, Hefty Jo, to J. C. Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack by the pupils of Mrs. Otis Norman on Saturday night, May 26,
Jackass at Cnachheld. Ky.
at 8 o'clock, at the Fulton Wo'Their only attendants were Mr. man's Club.
and Mrs.-J. C. Wilbur ot Martin,
The program will be as follows:
' sister and brother-in-law of the
"Maybells". Ducelle, by Patrigroom ,
cia Ann Greengrass and Gloria
The double ring ceremony was Ann Hinten;
Boston
in
performed by the Rev"Joyous Waltz", MacLachlan,
the First Baptist Church in Union by
Martha Ann Herring;
City, Term.. Way 8 at eight-thirty
"Dream Of The Dance", Bohn,
in the e-verring.
by Janet Allen;
The bride chose for her wed"Swinging
In
Fairyland",
ding a white wool gabardine suit
with light blue accessories and 8 Harker. by Sidney Calliham;
carnations.
"Merry Farmer", SchurAann,
corsage of pink
The matron of honor wore an and "Snake Charmer", Munn, by SOUTH FULTON BAND
acqua crepe dress with beige ac- Virginia Ann Page;
MEMBERS GO SCATING
cessories anti a corsage of white
"Pipes of
Pan", Fisher, by
The South Fulton band will go
carnations.
Gloria Ann Hinten.
on a seating
party at Sharon,
Following the wedding a re"The Little Prince", by Martha Term., Friday
night. The memception was held in the home of Ann Herring, and Mary Charles
bers-27 in number will be acthe bride's parents. The bride's Herring.
companir d by
their
director,
table was overlaid with an ecru
"Wood Magic", Cougill, and Smith Stephens.
lace table cloth using a two tiered "SwinUmng Pool", Adler,
by Anwedding cake with a miniature ne
;
SOUTH FULTON
bride and groom as centerpiece.
"Spinning Song", Ellmenreich, GRADUATION EXT&CISES
Yellow and parple iris in white and "Gelliweg Dance,
Howell, by
china vases were placed on either Tommy'Tanner.
exercises for South
Gradu:'
side of the cake and twenty-one
"White Sails",
School were held
Vernon,
by Fulton High
guests were served.
Mary Charles Herring;
"Sing- Thursday night at 8 p. m.. at the
Immediately following the re- ing In The
Moonlight", Mac- First Baptist Church. at which
ception the couple left for a short Gregor, by Sidney Calliham and 34 graduates received their dihoneymoon.
plomas.
Anne Strange.
"In The Cotton Fields", MacMrs. Jacloam is a graduate of
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
class
School
Lachlan, and "Little
in lie
Fulgham High
Skaters,"
of 1950 and is now employed at by Patricia
Ann
Greengrass;
The "Y" Homemakers Club will
Baldridge's stare in Fulton.
"Pizzicati", Delibes, by Janet Almeet at the home of Mrs. H. W.
Ptc. Jackson attended school at len; "At The Circus". Bilbre, by Walker near Mt. Carmel Church
Crutchfield and before entering Anne Strange and Virginia Ann on Highway 94 Monday morning,
the Armed Farces was employed Page.
May 21 at 10:30.
by Smallman Tin Shop in Fulton.
Members are requested to atHe has returned to his army base School Exhibit To
tend and visitors are welcome.
at Camp Pickett, Va. Mrs. JackBe Held Friday
son will make her home with her
FULGHAM SENIORS
parents.
Fulton High's annual exhibit.
style show and band concert will PLAY TO RE MAY 2'5
BUSINESS WOMEN'S
be held tonight (Friday) beginnFulgham
The Senior play at
CIRCLE" MEETS MONDAY
ing at 7:30, and a large crowd of High School will be held on May
WITH'S. W. DeMYEB
parents and friends are antici- 25. The
Bdtcalaureate sermon
pated.
will be on May 27, - graduating
.. The Business Women's Circle
Those attending may visrt any address on May 28, with school
of the First Baptist Church met
or all of the school rooms to view closing May 30.
Monday night with Mrs. S. M.
the work that has been done durDeMyer on Fourth Street.
ing the past yeai by the kiddies MISS VOEGELI
answered roll of the first six grades, the boys
Hine members
IS CHEERLEADER
call. Mrs. C H. Warren and Mrs. and girls of junior high school or
William !ankle were viiitors to the Fulton High group.
Miss Winkie Voegeli has been
the Circle.
There will be a style show by chosen cheerleader of the SophoMrs. Verna DeMyer presided the Home economics class, and more class at Fulton High. Taking
session and Guy Phipps. manual arts instruc- her place as public relations offiover the business
the tor, will have a display of
the cer is Miss Kay Cherry.
MrS. Foster Edwards gave
devotional. Miss Myra Scearce work of his boys during the past
Royal year.
gave the program from
Agatha Voelpel
Undergirding
Marshall
Cothran's fine band
Service. "Women
To Be In Hickman
the Spread of the Gospel". She will give a concert.
This annual exhibit always
Mrs. S. M. DeThen presented
Mrs. Agatha Voelpel of Fulton,
.Myer, messenger from the WMS draws a good crowd, as parents rceently appointed Child Welfare
General Society and the !PVC to and friends enjoy seeing the pro- worker for Fulton and Hickman
Cocrvention held in gress done at the local school.
spend
the State
counties, will hereafter
Harlan_ SIM gave a report of the
Fridays in HickMondays and
saeonvention,
man. She will be found in the ofSocial Security
James
The meeting then adjourned to
fice of County Attorney
Director
Speaks Here
meet with Mrs. EL a Stanfield in
Amberg from E:30 a. m. to 4 p. m.
June. During the social hum reThe director of the Social Se- upon these days.
freshments were served.
to
She made her initial trip
curity office at Paducah
was
speaker at the
Club's Hickman last week.
Rotary
Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Jewell weekly blincheon meeting TuesVoelpel's appointment
Mrs.
Wednesday in
spent
Jackson day, May 8. His talk on the new marks the enlargement of
the
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
program
Clifton enactment on Social Security, state Child
Welfare
Clifton Hamlett and son, Edwin_ was well received and gave out which has heretofore operated in
Warren only 40 counties but since March
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Travis of some fine information.
1 has been operating in all 123
Memphis spent tbe weekend apillA Anderson was in charge of the
counties.
Mr. and Mrs. S. IL Estes at Mg program.
There were two
visitors preCan Street:
sent from Union City.
Brewder and Mr.
Mrs. Leon
and Mrs. Harry Murplry have re- Motion Film
To Be
turned home after spending a few
days in Lexington, where they Shown At Cayce
visited with Wigs Casty Murphy, The motion film "The King of
who is a student at the Univer- Kings" will be
shown at the
sity of Kentucky. They
were Cayce Methodist Church Sunday
There Sunday, Monday, Tuesday night, May 20. The film was proand Wednesday_
duced by Cecil B. DeMille.
It
Mrs. Maxwell McDade. Mrs. W. depicts the latter years of Jesus'
The
story
with
qpens
a
scene
• Holrand, and Mrs. Gilson LatMr. and Mrs. Eldred Dixon anta spent Thursday. Friday, Satur- in the home of Mary of Magdala, nounce
eight
birth of an
the
and
continues
through
the
betrayday and Sunday at the University
pound ten ounce son born May
of Kentucky where They visited al, Trial, and Crucifion.
All are invited to come and see 13 at Haws Hospital.
their children. Read Holland, Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle George,
McDade. and Ann Latta, who are this film. It begins at 7:30.
Hickman, announce the birth of
students there_
an eight pound, eight
ounce
daughter born May 13 at
the
Mrs. Neal Ward, a patient at
Fulton Hospital.
Jones Hospital, is doing nicely
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Kelley,
rolldwing a minor operation TuesTHIS WEEK
Oakton, are the parents of a sev'morning.
day:
Many happy returns of the day en pound te nounce son born May
to: 18th, Mrs. E. Waggoner, Fol- 17 at the Fulton Hospital.
Four Fulton Youths
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wells
lis Bennett, Billy Scruggs; 19th,
Inducted Into Service
Robert Hale, Norma Benedict; Burrow are the parents of a six
pound five ounce son, Charles
Thirteen snore Ohioan County 22th, William
Moultre Milner,
youths, including four from Ful- Raymond Gambill; 24th, Charles Robert, born May 16 at the FulHospital.
ton left Union Cite at 855 a. in. Sawyer, Helen Ann Strange, Lar- ton
Tuesday by bus for Memphis and ry Cavender, H. L. Williams.
Letters To The Editor:
induCtion into the Army in the
13th induction call for
Obion Fulton County
Bond
Dearest Jo and Paul:
County.
Thanks a million for tke nice
The youths will be sent to Ft. Sales Figures For April
plug—and I hope you have'S nice
Jackson, S. C.. from _Memphis for
The Fulton County Series "E" circulation in good ole Mississiptheir basic training. They were Defense Bond sales
figures for pi..
slated to leave
Memphis late the month of April, together with
Of course. I'm breaking all the
Tuesday afternoon after official the cumulative sales figures for
rules of politics and its hard to
swearing-in ceremonies at
the both 1950 and 1951, are as folpredict what the outcome will be
MemPhis induction station.
lows:
but I'm enjoying the contacts to
Those leaving Tuesday includApril, 1951, $6,534.25; Cumula- the utmost.
Like
Rebecca Mced: John Earl Barker, William tive Sales, 1951, $79,619.50; CumCann, "I get so interested in the
Eugene ulative Sales, 1950, $117,300.75.
Ernest Adams, Virgil
human race I forget I'm a memBabb, and Arian Ellis Taylor of
ber of it."
Fulton.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
Mary D. Cain

I d'ilaflitut Jgd.4thcleat

Kitty's Attendance

strikes. The umpire won't change Clain is over Fulton, Hickman,
his call and this is just a time 'Carlisle and Ballard
(Continued from rage 1)
Counties,
killer. This rule hurries up the , and has worked hard to increase
ans
which
includes Manager game.
the
membership.
When the Fulton
Lamitina. Union City has
six
Grove was reorganized in 1937
veterans as has Owensboro with
there
were
. Honors Day will be held at Ful- six. No report has
only
25
members.
been made Mrs. Jewell McClain
Now there are about 125. She has
1 ton High Friday morning, May 25. from Jackson.
(Continued from Page One)
at 8:30.
helped
also
organize
several
The Kitty League has had three dent and held the office for six
Groves and
Sororities over the
The program will be as follows: lumpers so far.
Serafini
left years—the only tirrie anyone has State.
Welcome to visitors, Betty Ad- Union City after they had paid ever held the office that
long—
urns; Honor
The other representatives from
Society Pledging, all training expenses. Hais re- no conventions were held during
Wendell Norman. Tommy Nall, ported as attempting to get other the war years from
'Kentucky who will attend
the
1941 to 1947.
Betty Adams, rind Mrs.
Elbert players to leave with him. Jana- In 1947 the convention was held National Convention this
Fall
Johns.
for nine days is Mrs. Walter Gatsky went home, all of his trai,p- in Louisville.
lin from Madisonville.
Presentation
of Monograms, ing expense being a total loss to
At .Bowling Green in 1949 at
President Wendell Norman, Presi- Jackson. Owensboro reports one the
Other Kentucky women to atconvention, Mrs. McClain
dent Jack Voegeli and Supt. W. of their veterans as having left served
as Junior Past State Presi- tend will be National Committee
without
L. Holland; Greatest
ceremony.
Waterfield,
Scholastic
dent and now is automatically Women, Mrs. Lois
So far three
Improvement Award, Supt. HolMrs. Zelna Carter, both of Murmanagers have Past State President for
life. At
been
land; Presentation
banished
ray, and Miss Faye Nell Anderfrom games. Burl that convention
of Rifle Ashe was elected
wards, Guy Phipps; Fulton High Stone, Manager of Madisonville, National
son, National Warden of Tau Phi
Representative to the
Awards, Prin. Hubert Jaco; At- was the first to get the gate from National
Sorority, also of
MurConvention in Miami, Lambda
tendance
ray.
Awards, Mr. Holland; the umpire on May 7th; Robert but W8S unable to
attend as her
Stanton,
Recognition of Senior Class;
Manager of Paducah, husband was ill at
At the State Convention Friday
the time.
Group Singing, Betty Jean Gor- 'was the second on May 11th: and
During her 14 years with the and Saturday, Mrs. Talley, the
Steve
Carter,
Manager
don, Nancy Wilson, Patsy Merryof Hop- Woodmen Circle, Mrs.
President of Omaha,
McClain National
kinsville, was the third on May
man, Vivian Matlock, and
has attended two National Con- Neb., and Mrs. Helen Tate, State
Sue
12th.
Workman; Boy Scout Benedicventions, one at Denver, Colo., Manager of Tennessee,
Berms,
A set of Rules and Regulations and
tion, led by Eagle Scouts James
one in Cincinnati, Ohio. She Tenn., were guests.
was mailed every manager prior
Butts and Joe Pigue.
has also attended a Field Work
attending
.Those from Fulton
to the season's opening, according
ens meeting in Cincinnati. During besides Mrs. McClain were: Mrs.
Following
the
program the to President
Peace.
One
of
the
1945 to 1949
students will go to their home
she did work all Leland Jewell, Mrs Buddy Carrules imposes a fine of $5.00 for
over the state.
rooms to receive report cards.
Fulton
ver, delegates, from the
a manager to leave the coach's
She also attended one reginal Woodmen Circle, Mrs. John McThen the hanging of the Senior
box, bench or field and go to
convention at Louisville in 1938. Cree, delegate Of the Lambda Nu
picture will take place.
home plate to protest balls and
As District Manager, Mrs. Mc- Sorority.
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AS WELCOME
AS A LETTER

Wa

FROM HOME!
NEWS Of HOME
AWAY FROM HOME!

Your home area newspaper, when you're away
from home
is,as welcome,as a letter from dear ones! Don't
miss what's new
in the home area, when you are away!
Y1

Order
Belt
Ken

Alway
ITY
GUAR
the be

F(
6

Let us send you your copy of THE.NEWS
wherever you
may go this summer! Add to the enjoyment
of your vacation
pleasures by having your subscription forwarded to
your vacation doorsteps! Come in or call us before yea go.

•NOTIFY US OF YOUR VACATION ADDRESS!
•IION'T (ET YOUR -SUBSCRIPTION LAP5

Als(

_
VETE1
line
must
date
proc
—Cc
Part
NES
Sire
phor
REGIS
med.
boar
Bred
phon
den.

IDEAL GIFT: A SUBSCRIPTION
For former residents

.for college students .. . . for Mire
leaving to make their homes elsewhere .... on
birthdays, anniversaries, other gift occasions!
$2.00 per year in Fulton and adjoining counties
$2.50 per year elsewhere in the U. S.
Foreign rates on request

THE NEWS
P. 0. Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BU Y-SELL-LIRE-RENT
with an econamical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3e per wont
(minimum. 5c)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
/
2e
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

Kindness Really Paid
Off; Rehabilitates
Crippled Man

New Spinets with full
PIANOS
Some
ago a middle-aged
keyboard; mahogany or crippled time
ma. came into Smith's
walnut finish, with bench Cafe and a-ked if they would give
him something to eat; that he was
(These are regular $650 broke.
Howard Adams, co-owner
pianos)
of the restaurant, was on duty at
the time and told the
$495.00
waitress.
Fannie Williams, that it w•i's alGuaranteed used pianos right to give the man a meal.
from $96.00, up; deliver- So Fannie asked the man what
he would like and he said that he
ed free.
was so hungry that he could eat
HARRY EDWARDS anything. As it was in the morning, the
waitress ordered him
three eggs bacon, toast, and cof808 South 6th St.
fee
The friendly young waitress
Paducah, Ky.
Pelt sorry for the man and even
PHONE 4431
though he was a begger gave him

Star Kist
Tuna Fish

A &P Gives You

CHUNK STYLE
No. 1 2

34'

Can

More Purchasing Power
For Your Food Dollar

PeLer Pan
Peanut Butter
12-02.

36'

Jar

Ballards

MA Vass Gan Threeghed the Stheil

Choc. Devils Food

Cake Mix
16-0Z.

All prices shown here (In.
eluding those of items not
subject to ceilings) guaranteed-Wok,
May
16t4
through Tues., May 22nel,

33'

Box
excellent service, with a smile,
and retur.ied to his table several
EMPLOYMENT OFFERED in our times
to take more toast and cofAll-Sweet
construction
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOorganization to fee.
young men, ages 20 to 30 preGRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
When the man had
Oleomargarine
finished
ferably high school graduates. eating, he
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
thanked Fannie
COLORED
and
Good opportunity for advance- left.
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
1-LB.
ment. Wage credit allowed for
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalA few days ago a well-dressed
military service and for exper- middle-aged
nut, Fulton, Ky.
CTN.
man, wearing a
ience in some types of craft brace on
--his leg, came into the
Non:.
work.
MAYTAG WASHERS,
Steady
employment et- restaurant and
ard
immediately went
and aufomatic models, $124.95
cellent vacation
and benefit to Mr. Adams and
Ballar
ds
introduced
and up. Sale3 and service.
plans. Address references to: 13. hinvelf as
the person who
Dog Food
had
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
F. Rodgers. District Construc- begged a meal
some
time
before.
RIMMED MEAL
Fulton, Ky.
tion Foreman, 427 South Third He said that
he was very grate1.55.
Street, Paducah, Ky. Tel. 9023 ful for the kindness
shown him
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
Southern Bell Telephone dz Tl by Mr. Adams
and
'annie;
that
and polisher. Fulton Paint 8.1
Co., Inc.
They had helped him get to
a
' Glass Company, 210 Church
FOR SALE: Bedding plants of hll hospital, where his leg had been
Street, Phone 909.
Lachoy
treated and that now he had
a
kinds. Scotts Floral
Shoppe. job.
Fulton.
Chines
e Foods
About that time he spoVed the
FRY'S JEWELRY
CHOP SUEY
waitress who had been 54) nice to I
IMPORTANT
DINNER (3 items)
him and walked over and thankFulton Theatre Building
WORLD WAR II VETERANS
ed her. In doing so he handed her CHOW MEIN
Main St.
Phone 916
who wish to change their field of
A & P FAMOUS JUICY
a little slip of paper, which eneducation may now switch with.
NOODLES
titled her to have her pi, ture takPrompt service
out loss of time
provided they en absolutel
y
fire. IP is
now
have
t already received educaROAST
working with the eor, ?any. maktion
on-the-j
or
ob training in ing
Watch and Clock repairing.
Swifts
pictures here Iv wick at the
(BLADE
more than one field.
Earle Hotel. He s a. '*1 know it
PREM
All Work Guaranteed..
COMPLETE BUSINESS TRAINisn't mucn. but it . the least I can
LUNCHEON MEAT
ING! VETERAN APPROVED
do to show my appreciation.
DAY OR NIGHT CLASSES
12-0Z.
Keep your eyes on
NOTICE TO VETERANS: You
CAN
must start you training program
Fresh Full Dressed
O. K.
under the G. I. Bill by July 25,
FRYERS, lb.
1951 . . Don't Delay! Start while
Swiftning
Used Car Lot for
you can still gain approval.
Shortening
REGISTER NOW!
BACON Squares, lb.
bargains.
.
B
EVERY VETERAN owes it to
1-17
Members of the 1951 graduathimself to take advantage of his ing class at South Fulton
High
CAN IiV
CITY MOTOR CO. educational rights under
annual Class
the G. I. School had their
All Good or Dawn
ILK.CAN 37e
Bill.
Night Tuesday night in the school
Fulton, Ky.
SLICED BACON, lb.
TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE auditorium.
The program was as follows:
Paris, Tenn.
Blue White
Order Hearing Aid Batteries from
Salutatory by Carol Sue Eudy:
Sugar Cured
FOR
SALE:
Beautifu
l
peonies President's
Beltone Hearing
FLAKES
Message by Bobby
Service, 318
now blooming. Place your or- Joe Goodwin,
SMOKED JOWLS, lb.
Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, Ky
PKG.
Trio, Joyce Stehl,
_ der now for Decoration Day. Peggy Gambill, June Wallace:
Mrs. Elwyn Coffman. Fast State Class Rcll by
Betty Lou Dunn;
GROUND BEEF, Fresh Lean, lb.
Line Road. Telephone Du%e- Class History by
Acrosonic
Jessie
Hugh
dom Exchange.
Butler; Solo by Doris Ann WillBaldwin's Spinet Piano
Swift
Ocean Fish
iams;
Always consider TONE - QUAL.ANNOUNCING
Cleanser
Class Prophecy by Mary Lou
WHITING, H & G, lb..
ITY AND 10 YEAR FACTORY
a new series of
,
CAN
McGuire, Class Will by Barbara
GUARANTEE. Sc,' the rest, buy
Beginn
ers'
Arikison:
Classe
Class Poem by
s
the best.
Billy
Fresh Frozen
Clark: A quartet number by Edin
Feezle Piano Sales
Vs.
SHRIMP
, Jumbo Size, lb.
ward
Hailve,
Harmon
1..4(
Pierce,
PIANO
622 Broadway, Paducah
Barnes
and
Billy
for students in first, second and Alton
Ivory
Clark:
Presenta
tion
of
Class
third grades .
at a new sumSOAP
Flowers by the Honor Students;
mer rate of only
CHOCOLATE ICED
MEDIUM SIZE
Giftorians.
WOOL WANT-ED
Sylvadeen
Moss,
$5.00 PER MONTH
Tommy Sue Sanders: Valedictory
BARS
9c
(eight lessons)
by Lydia Nabors.
Also sell and buy sheep
•
•
•
The program was concluded by
Oar
IN
CCH
H SIZE
SUMMER RATE
the sing.ng of the "Alma Mater".
BENTON PROD.
Also available for mo4 advanced
The class colors are maroon and
EACH
Ivory
pupils
white, the class
Hardin, Ky.
flower
white
SNOW
•
•
•
roses; and class motto, "A Quiter
VETERANS: July 25 is the dead- Mrs. Beulah S. Burnett,e Never Wins and a Winner Never Lg. Pkg.
32c Delicious
Quits."
Graduate teacher
line to initiate training.
Med. pkg.
You
I3c CHERRY PIE, each
49c
must enter school before this Member: Piano Teachers' Ass's.
•••••.••••••••••••
date in order to get your papers and Kentucky Music Educators' Purchase Yerse6
Ivory
Glazed
Association,
processed. Day or Night Classes
SOAP
-Courses
500 Second St, Sale Held Saturday
DONUTS, Doz. in Ctn.
offered on Full or Telephone 140
395
PERSONAL SIZE
Part-time basis. BRUCE BUSIThe sixth annual consignment
NESS INSTITUTE, 308 Poplar FOR RENT: Service Station. Do- sale of the Purchase Parish JerBARS ay
DESSERT SHELLS, pkg. of 6
20c
ing good gallonage. Good locaStreet, Martin, Tennessee. Telesey cattle club was held Saturtion. Phone 922 or 923.
phone 6415.
day, May 12, at the War MemorChoc. and Orange
ial Fairgrounds in Mayfield, Ky.
REGISTERF.D DUROCS: 3 nice REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
CUP
CAKES, pkg. of 6
36c
.Thirtyseven
Palmolive
head of Jerseys
litnirsdays.,1100 p. m. Be,sure to
medium type
deep
red fall
breeders throughout the
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, from
boars ready. Also weaning pigs.
SOAP
FILLED NUT RING, ench
Purchase area were bought
395
212 Church Street, Fulton.
by
Bred gilts after June 1. TeleREGULAR SIZE
breeders from Arkansas, Georgia,
phone 229; M. R. Duke, Dres- CLEANING THE YARD
ANGEL FOOD RING, lg. size, each
BARS
Tennessee and Kentucky.
59e
den. Tenn.
WAS ALL IN VAIN
The top animal of the sale was
- State Policeman Ginn of Carr the very good five year old cow,
SPANISH BAR CAKE, each
39e
Street had quite a time recent- Misty Golden Gamboge, 1545974,
ly cleaning off his back yard. that sold for $425.00. This beautiVEL
MILK BREAD, Jane Parker, 20-or. loaf
190
He and his charming wife spent ful cow was consigned by Mr. E.
Soap Powder
boars raking up chips, leaves F. Warren and Sons of Graves
POTATO CHIPS, 6-oz. pkg. 3ee--14b. box Ue
and limbs off the yard. Then County and bought by Mr. H. C. Lg. Pkg.
32c
to their amazement they looked Sams and Sons of Hickman Coun77c
out and saw their two young ty. The entire offering averaged Giant Pkg.
sons ',ringing little wagon loads $210.00.
MEL 0 BIT PROCESSED
WESTINGHOUSE
of chips back and unloading
Lifebuoy
Pedigrees were read by Elmer
them
over
REFRIGERATORS
the )ard.
Hixon, Fielciman for the Pet Milk
Toilet Soap
Company, and Bud Greenup of
REGULAR SIZE
$189.95 to $359.95
Murray was the auctioneer. He
CHEESE
UK Students Give
was ably assisted in the ring by
IL I.R.
To Memorial Fund
WESTINGHOUSE
James L
Agriculture
Pryor,
/2 PKG
RANGES
A gift of $3,000 from the 161 Agent for the I. C. Railroad and
students of the University
of C. H. McClain, Auctioneer from
$179.95 to $4f09.95
OLD DUTCH
Kentucky College of Pharmacy to Murray.
the
Kentuck
Mild Wisconsin
Council
y
Pharon
CLEANSER
Late Model Recondi- maceutical Educatio was
n
anCREAM CHEESE, lb.
49e
tioned Double Oven
nounced this week by Dean Earl
P. Stone. The money will go to
WESTINGHOUSE
American Cheese Food
the newly established Curry-Dilly
RANGE
CHED-O-BIT, 2-1b. loaf
Memorial
79c
Foundation, income
Pard
Bargain at $99.95
from
which is to be
used for
A large crowd was present at
N. Y. SHARP CHEDDAR, lb.
scholarships, loans, prizes and "Variety
Dog Food
67e
Night"
held at the
Reconditioned G-E
other student awards. The found- South Fulton gym
1 us
Wednesday
memorial
ation
is
BLUE
a
to Drs. Gor- night. The program was put on
CHEESE, Imported Daniel', lb.
REFRIGERATOR
61e
CAN
don L. Curry and Oscar C. Dilly. by the Musc and Physical Educa$59.95
former deans of the College
of tion departments. It included the
PHILA, CREAM CHEESE, 3-oz, Port
15c
Pharmacy. Dean Slone said other play offs of the finals for badKEYKO
Reconditioned Crosley
donations are being received from mitten, shuffle-board and pingPASTEURIZED MILK, qt.
22c
REFRIGERATOR
practicing
pharmacists, alumni, pong.
OLEO
intereste
and
others
pharmain
d
$69.95
Next on the program was Mrs.
COUNTRY FRESH
ceutical education.
Mildred
Anderson's
seventhgrade tumblers, who were very
FLAVOR
Mrs.' Vernon McAlister has re- entertaining. Others doing numturned home after visiting her bers were the mixed chorus, Sam
(COLORED)
1cALES S, SE4VICE
son, Darrell McAlister, and his Planitia's
tumblers, the
girls
IF /ri'tiferRic- wE CAN FIX I
family in Detroit.
While there chorus.
Planitia's gymnastics,
1-LB.
she attended the wedding of her five instrumental numbers and 12
4P1••205(00AMER(tA1 AVE
CTN.
! niece, Louisa McAlister last Sat- numbers by
Smith
Stephens'
urday.
band.

40'

5

CHUCK

POUND 71'

48'

9'

13

WHITE LAYER CAKE
49
'

2

3

2

SUMMER
SPECIALS

19'

I

SLICED AMERICAN

'
2 19'

VARIETY NIGHT HELD
AT SOUTH FULTON

MOUS

60'

74'
16'

CLASS NIGHT HELD
AT SOUTH FULTON

IONS SLICED

2 CAN. 25(

16'

(ITYEIECTIZICC,

36'

31'

A & P Fancy
APPLE SAUCE, No. 2 can

15c

Navy Great Northern
DRIED BEANS, 5-1b. bag

49e

Sure Good Oleo (Colored)
MARGARINE, 1-lb. Ctn.

29e

Mild and Mellow Coffee
8 O'CLOCK (1-lb. 77c) 3-11). bag

2.25

Pure Cane
SUGAR, 10-11). bag

93e

Bob White
SYRUP, Blue Label, 5-11). jar

.........____-...52e

Whitehouse Evaporated
MILK, 3 tall cans

38c

Perfect Strike Chum
SALMON, 1-1b. can

49e

Paramount
SWEET PICKLES, Whole, I5-oz. jar

37e

DILL PICKLES, Heinz Crisp, 25-oz. jar

29e

PORK & BEANS, Iona, 16-oz, can

10e

OUR OWN TEA, 1-11). box

89c

1

NEW

RED

10POTATOES
39'
POUNDS

25-lbs. 97c - 109 lb. bag $3.88
fulled packed)
Tender
ttEEN BEANS, 2-lbs.
Red Ripe
TOMATOES, tube

350
.....-Ws

APPLES, Fancy Box Winesap, 2-115/.

.

BANANAS, Golden Ripe, lb. -Try
LEMONS, Calif. 369 size, Dos
CARROTS, Fresh, crisp, 2 bunches
CORN, Florida Yellow, 3 ears
CELERY, Calif. Pascal,-Lg. 24 size elk.
CUCUMBERS, Fresh, 3 for

lie
251
.21110

ak
.251

Fresh Frozen (Blue Grass)
STRAWBERRIES, 1-lb. pkg.
Florida Gold
ORANGE, Frozen Juice, 2 6-or. cans

re
Florida Gold
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Frozen, 2 13-ez. cans'2$.0

Customers' Corner
To be good, food must be fresh.
For even the best of food loses
flavor and quality with age.
Here are the steps we take to
insure the freshness of AAP foods:
We buy only the freshest
food direct from form or
factory. We buy only for current needs.
We ship it quickly to store
or warehouse. We keep it
under proper temperature
and humidity conditions.
We price it as low as possible so that it will sell
quickly.
We guarantee everything you
buy at /kat' to be fresh and flavorful. Please tell us if it isn't. Please
write:
CUSTOMER RELATRit
DEFT.
A&P Food Stores
-120 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

.

in flooring the pumping station ,
The Fulton News NEW GAS PIPELINE WILL SUPPLY FULTON,and also radified the action of Large Crowd Present
the Street Committee in purchas- At Evening Of Music

Friday, May 18, 1951

Thirty six graduates received
their diplomas at the Commencement prog•am at South Fulton
High School Thursday night, May
17. at 8, in the school auditcrium.
Charles Allen Williams, II, Paducah attorney, and former South
Fulton City Attorney, was speaker.
Brother J. T. Drace gave the
benediction and
invocation and
Dudley Morris presented the W.
W. Morris Memorial Award, and
presented the
Warren
James
American Legion Awards to the

There was a f solo by Smith
Stephens and al trio composed of
Nola Clayton, Ann Clark, Betty
Schwerdt, accompanied by Ann
Bowen, sang "I Shot An Arrow".
Miss Bowen played the processional and recessional.
graduating
Members of the
class are: Dorothy Carol King,
Jones, Wayne
Evelyn
Nancy
David Johnson, Barbara Ann AdBarham, Alton
kison, Carolyn
Doris
Lee Barnes, Raymond
Brockwell, Jessie Hugh Butler,
William Moss Clark, Ruth Charleen Clayton, Morris Keith ElGambill,
Lucille
kins. Peggy

WHITNEL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

88-4*—cPhone

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Restocky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc

ATTENTION
FARMERS!
If you need any of the following items it will
nay you to visit

AUTINS & AUSTIN
Seed Company
Cayce. Kentucky
*

*

*

S-1000
BANANA
OGDEN

SEED CORN
•

•

PFISTER
BROADBENT
CHARI S WRIGI CI U. S. 13
•

•

•

WE ALSO HAVE a complete line of
FERTILIZER
THOMSON four-leaf powdered rock
phosphate
*

*

,

i

ing a new garbage truck and conA large crowd attended the anA 1:ftige crowd was present at
verting the old truck into a street nual Evening of Music Thursday
Lions Club
"family night"
flusher.
levening, May 11. at the Woman's The
!barbecue supper and get-together
Club, and were high in praise of
Men's
Business
at the Young
the splendid program, presented
YCE NEWS
!Club looin Friday night at 6:30.
under
the
direcby
local
talent
.rice Bondurant
The outing was originally planntion of the Music Department of
ed to be at 'the Fulton Country
Prin. and Mrs. Tom Farley and the Woman's Club.
Club, but due .to the cold weather,
children left Wednesday for
a
program,
It was an excellent
it was decided to have it indoors.
visit with
relatives in El Paso. and each
participant
made a
barbecue supper
A delicious
Texas and
Mexico and
other creditable showing.
I with all the trimmings was servpoints of interest.
ed the guests and enjoyable inMr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
formal evening was spent by
and son, Tommie Joe of Evans- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rice, Sr.
James Brawner or Murray Col- those attending.
ville, Ind., spent the
weelcend
Mayme lege spent the weekend with h
with his mother, Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brawner.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
Scearce and Tommie.
Mrs. Marie Fletcher and son,
Rhiner of Memphis spent the
weekend with Mrs. Neal Scearce, Drink Lots of
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Scearce and
family.
Mrs. James Dugan of Chicago is M
visiting her mother, Mrs. Almus
Wall.
Mrs. Pearl Fisher and Mrs. An+ TASTY
Jean
nie Laurie Sloan, Eddie
and Jimmie Dond.c! of Memphis + REFRESHING
w
e.unday di r..:* guests
of
M.. •,nd Mrs. s Simpson
arid
family and Mr, Ida Sloan. Mrs. + ECONOMICAL
Fe-hi remaine ! for a visit Ni.ith
+ CONVENIENT
Mrs. Ruth
Cloys and
other
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Rennett Wade and
daughter, Becky of
Ringsport,
NO OTHER DRINK
Tenn., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and
other rela- GIVES YOU SO MUCH
f
ives.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie 13. Cloys and
family of Milan were
Sunday
guests of Mrs.Auth Cloys.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
weekend
Donna of Milan were
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Cruce and Mrs. Ella Holly.
Frank Rice. Jr., of Murray State
PHONE 813
College spent the weekend with

CA

TENNESSEE

•

ock.100

AIJSAYA

TEXAS GAS
TRANSMISSION CORPORATION
LIME.
mmwmPrIforif Viltfts
mum..PROPOSED r P0
4,,nes
COtett(

The parallel pipeline of the Texas Gas Transmission Corporation's gas system, soon to be laid, skill provide gas for Fulton's
proposed municipally-owned system. Map shows present and
proposed lines.

ILK

Bobby Joe Goodwin, Edward Ray
Hailey, Nancy Ann Hall, Edna
Egshel HenDolores Headrick,
derson, Dale Henry.
Lee
Syladeen Moss, James
McDaniel, Carol Sue McGuire,
At the regular monthly meetMary Lou McGuire, Mary Fran- ing of the Fulton City Council
ces Matheny, Alvaleen Moss, Bet- Monday
night, May 7, at the
ty Lou Murphy Dunn, Lydia Jane Court House, the Council adopted
Nabors, Harmon Barnett Pierce, a resolution
instructing Mayor
James Randall Potts, Jackie Ray Smith Atkins to enter into
an
Reese, Betty Lou Roach, Jimmy agreement with the Depaement
Sanders, of Economic Security to place all
Robey, Tommy Sue
Thomas Wyatt Strange, Evelyn city employees under the FederJoyce Stehl, Lequita Joy Teague, al Social Security Act, as permitThelma Jane Wallace.
ted by the act of the special sesValedictorian of the senior class sion of Legislature in March.
Carol
is Miss Lydia Nabors and
Bids were accepted and adopSue McGuire Rudy is the salutatorian. Their addiesses were made ted and opened for a new fire
on truck. The bid of the City Motor
at the annual Class Night
Company of FuVon for a ChevTuesday, May 15, at 8.
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell was the iolet Chassis and of Central Fire —
speaker on Sun- Equipment Company of St. Louis,
Baccalaureate
night, May 13 at 8 at the Mo., were considered the' lowest
day
First Methodist Church. Others and best Inds and the City enterprogram ed into contracts with those two
this
participating on
were: Brother Oakley Woodside, firms, totaling $7495.30 — $5800
Brother C. E. Hawkins, the Meth- for equipment and $1695.30 for
Church and the organist, the chassis.
odist
Mrs. C. L. Maddox.
The City CouncA had been adCom- vised by the Fire Underwriters
Ushers to serve at all
were: Association that unless they promencement programs
Cannon, vided an additional truck
Jimmy Yates, Larry
the
Ranny Jolley, and Kenneth Hut- classification would probably be
chens.
raised, which would automaticalClass officers are: Bobby Joe ly raise the fire insurance rates
Goodwin, president; Barbara Ad- considerably. The savings in the
kison, vice president; Betty Mur- rates for one year would
prophy Dunn, secretary; Edna Head- bably pay the entire cost of the
rick, treasurer.
new fire truck.
Council adopted the standards
of safety as recommended by the
ROCK SPRINGS
Lcpartment.
Insurance
Nettie Lee Copelen
The Council radified the actic.n
Mr. and Mrs. lierchel Elliott, of the Water Works Committee,
Elliott, Beverly and
Mrs. Ora
Martha Kay Copelen were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Finch
Sunday
awhile
and Ida Jane
night.
Sandra
Brown
and
Miss Louise
spent this week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown.
Pully visited in
Mrs. Jennie
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herfamily this
Elliott and
chel
week.
Mrs. Cleo Newberry and Mrs.
Fannie Nugent visited Mrs. Willie
Ruth McClanahan and Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Veatch Wednesday afternoon.
Lwow snent the
Miss Narie
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilbert Mr. and Mrs. Pressie
Moore, Ina
Bellew and Mr and
Mrs. Leighinan Elliott were SuniFe Gilbert horn*.
day visitoe:
Was Cc.di Hiett spent Friday
'night with Bevei ly Elliott.

COUNCIL PURCHASES
NEW FIRE TRUCK

CO.
PURE MILK
sekeice
aft/171 04,140

LOOK! THEY'RE
FULL OF NAIL
HOLES FROM THE
STRETCHER

OK LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANERS

a,fisfy that
Wanfier1as0

SOY BEAN SEED

•

•

outstanding eighth grade boy and
girL
Principal Mac Burrow presented the diploinas.

COMMENCEMENT
HELD AT S. FULTON

Lions Club Has
Family Dinner

*

—WE SPECIALIZE IN SEED CLEANING—

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Mortals and Immortals" .
Lesson-Sermon
subject of the
which will be read in all Christ.
Ian Science churches Ihroughout
Sunday, May 20.
the world on
1951.
Text is: "That
The Golden
flesh is
born of the
which is
flesh; and that which is born cf
the Spirit is soirit." (John 3: 8).
which
Among the
citations
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
Bible:
the following from the
man,
whose
"Cease ye from
fo.breath is in his nostrils:
wherein ,is he to be accounted
ofr (ha. 2: 22).

Camberland FpIS. is post en* el he natural Scenic wart:teflon, allikelelediy Valleallea Path&

VISIT KENTUCKY'S STATE PARKS'

AORMENRREllb. —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
SCENIC

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

PHONE

WONDERLANDS
You will enjoy scenic
wonderlands at every
Kentucky vacation pork.
Cumberland Falls, Natural Bridge, Pennyrile
and Kentucky Ridg•
Forests, Carter Coves,
Kentucky lake, beech
forest at Audubon,views
Irons look-out points at
General Butler.

SWIMMING, BOATING AND FISHING

Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

Water sports take their
ploc• in the sun
at
Kentucky vacation
Park.. Natural Bridge,
General Sutler, Penny.
rile and Audubon hove
fek•s for swimming,
beeting,liphing. And
don't forget Kentucky
take, largest mon-rnade
lak• in the world.

PICNICKING FACILITIES
facilities for picnicking
are provided at practically every pork in the
system. Picnic grounds
are located in beauti•
fat wooded areas with
outdoor grills, picnic
tables, ond water supply. Large shellipr buildings are available to
large picnic groups.

BEACHES AND

•Swim&ing. fishing, boating, hiking ... just lazing about ... you can
take your choice this summer at one
of Kentucky'S. vacation parks.
Measure the modest cost. See how
easily you and your family can enjoy
your summer vacation withoutlosing
most of the time traveling. For complete information snail the coupon
below today.

BATH-HOUSES

MAIL NOW FOR FREE LITERATURE=
Sun bathers and swimm•rs appreciate th•
both-houses and developed beaches at Ken.
tucky Lake, Cumberland
Falls, Plinnyrile, General Sutler and Natural
Bridge. lath -houses
have sanitary showers,
dressing room. end a clothing locker service.

'721511NIFf -

_

Division of Parks
Frankfort, Kentucky
Ploose rust, complete rolormeoree on mosey leaf,.
nod accent/op:When, as Knorw<L, Pose •041.

••••••

-

•00••••

•"•-••-h."-

SCENIC KENTUCKY HIGHWAYS LEAD TO ALL STATE PARKS

I new porl.r00,,r

4%.•,*.!

Ngweed tek

Slo•• Pert
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Open for business!
Fulton's NEWEST ...
Fulton's FINEST....
Fulton's HANDIEST
TOURIST COURT

FULTON PLAZA
COURT
Located on Highway

AY—

51

It's Clean-Up, Fix-UP

THE FINEST IN
PORTRAITURE" -

Refining Company

to capture all - important occasions!

--GULFPRIDE

HIGH QUALITY

Products

LOW PRICES

MOTOR OIL

Washing—

24-Hour Road and

212 Commercial Ave.
PHONE 693

Wrecker Service

H. D. STANDFIELD,
Distributor

BODY AND

Chester Hastings

FENDER WORK

Open 6 a. m. till

1

Page Street

Fulton

•

Short Orders

•

Pit-Bar-B-Q

CALL 1-0-1

Home-made Chili

OVERBY & SISSON

—Beverages—
by the bottle or case

Body and Paint Shop

Depot Street

Mayfield Highway

141 Paschall Si.

Work

HARNESS

Lennox Furnaces
Gutter and Down

and does all kinds of

today!

leather repair.
227 East 4th Si.

%ALLMAN
TIN SHOP

CALL 9188
FULTON

Olive Street

DON'T BE LATE:
CALL SPEIGHT

TELEPHONE 9142

—Telephone 315—
SPEIGHT TAXI SERVICE

PHONE 502
WHEN ITS TOO HOT

AND YOU DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
JUST DRIVE DOWN TO THE

DRIVE - IN
LIQUOR STORE

CL

FOR A GOOD BOTTLE
OF ICE COLD WINE!
ICE-COLD WINES
WHISKIES - GINS - RUMS

PHONE 9194
ASII

appreciates your gasoil-washing and greasing work. Stop in with
us and let us keep your
car cleaned-up a n d
running smoothly.

FULTON

NOW! IT'S
TIME TO

Sandwiches

,J

handles all kinds of

EVEN FOR A - - -

—featuring—

Expert Rebuilding

SERVICE STATION

PHONE 923

12: midnight
Auto Painting

BUSHART'S

HARNESS SHOP

Lubrication-

for your car!

WRIGHT'S

Furnace Cleaning
Furnace Repairing
Air Conditioning

Spout Work
Call us for an estimate

GARDNER'S STUDIO

DRIVE IN CAFE

FIX-UP YOUR HOME

GAS COMPANY

SPECIFY
GULF

We specialize in fine
at the by-pass; across portraits, taken in your
from the Derby Cafe, home or in our modern studio.
Highlands.

Tucker Brown, owner

PIPELINE

Time!

DEPOT ST.

FULTON

ABOUT THE

MARTIN-SENOUR

MONARCE AND FIX-UP FOR SPRING
TWO-PRODUC1
SYSTEM.I

\

I

color

The primer for
sealing, hiding
and priming.
The Finish Coat for
protection and lasting
beauty.

Dependable Protection
Lasting Beauty
Proved Economt

HOW MUCH HAVE YOU INVESTED IN YOUR
HOME? Your savings? Your family's comfort and

Your home will take on a genuine
air of Spring with our sparkling new
wallpaper colors and patterns. Be sure to include
wallpaper in your spring decorating plans

security? Yes ... all of these and much more! So
this Spring make it spic-and-span, clean and fresh,

Latest Patterns In Fade-Proof, Sua-Proof Wallpapers
Come in and see our exciting new
spring wallpapers. You'll thrill to
the wonderful new colors and designs in our fine collection. You'll
find wallpapers to please every
taste . . . for every budget.

for difficult years that may be ahead. IT'S TIME
TO GET BUSY; NOW.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

-At Your Service"
with

NEAL WARD

ROOMS BY WEEK
Special
Rate

$7.00

RELIABLE PEOPLE

CONVENIENT!
DEPENDABLE!
EFFICIENT!

DAY AND NIGHT
DOOR TO DOOR
Quick, dependable,
courteous service.

When you go downtown shopping bring your car around to
us and let us service and 0/ash
it without delaying you. You

—CALL 187—

WHITE WAY TAXI

will like our dependable service.

24-Hour Service

HERBERT GRISSOM
SERVICE !TATION
110 Lake Street

PHONE 9177

Depot Street
"Invite us to your next
blov.out"

FIELDS
SERVICE STATION
4th and Deoot Streets
PHONE 9163 •

GOOD GULF
PRODUCTS

AND SON
STOCK DEALERS
SWIFT'S FEEDS

Car Washing
Prompt Service

RYAN'S SERVICE
STATION

DIXIE

PLAY SAFE!

Full line of staple

Let us check that car
over BEFORE making
that trip'
Don't
take chances on being
stranded miles away

VEGETABLES

HOG WORMER
1 Plenty of parking space

from a mechanic . let
our experts make your
week-end trouble free
with a. tune-up and
check-up now!

MORRIS STREET

"STOP and SHOP"

PHONE 16 1

101 Jackson St.

GREEN BROS
GARAGE

PHONE 1300

109 Paschall St.
PHONE 188

Mayfield Highway
FULTON

GROCERIES

NOTIONS

* •

Phone 35

R A. OWENS
GROCERY

FRESH MEATS

Other needs

207 Church

EARLE HOTEL

Gasoline
Oils
Greases
Accessories

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

ALL KINDS Of
ELECTRICAL WORK
HOUSE WIRING
PHONE 501-J
OP ROBERTS
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MISS JEAN CROCKER
WEDS CONNER MILLER
IN CORlaiTH MAY 4

'ART DEPARTMENT
HAS MEET WITH
MRS. FRED WORTH

VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY MEETING AT
PALESTINE MAY 15

pot luck lunch.
The major lesson "Reed Baskets" was given by
Mrs. Gene
Dowdy and
Mrs. Roy
Carver.
Baskets may be made
round,
oval,
square,
oblong or half
round into articles such as bread
baskets, flower -baskets, magazine and wood
baskets, sewing
baskets, purses, casserole holders,
waste baskets 'and picnic hampers.
Recreational by Mrs. T.
R.
Williamson
consisted of
two
games, Who's the Leader" and
"Toss the Keys" followed
by
songs.
The gift box was prepared by
Mrs. E. E. Mount and won by
Mrs. H. C. Brown.

FHA LOANS

—See—
The Victory Homemakers met
Mrs. D. Fred Worth was graMr. and Mrs. Marvin Crocker
Interests
the cious hostess to the Art Depart- May 15 at Palestine Community
of Fulton have announced
T.
H.
"Tom"
Cowden
rhatriage of their daughter, Jean, ment of the Woman's Club Sat- House at 10:30 with Mrs. 'RayPhone
1597
Union
City, Tenn
mond
Harrison
and
Mrs.
Jr.,
son
of
T.
urday afternoon.
R.
to Conner P. Miller,
Williamson hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Conner P. Miller,
HOME NEWS
—+—
Twelve members were guests
CLUBS
SOCIETY
Sr., of Martin, Tenn.
Twenty-one members answered
at a lovely three course luncheon
PHONE 4:0
The ceremony was, performed at the Rose Room where a color- roll call and the' club welcomed
Accurate
in Corinth, Miss., Friday, May 4 -ful centerpiece of mixed spring one new member, Mrs. Harold
with the Rev. Tihsley B. Throw- flowers and floral place cards en- Phipps. Mrs. McLeod, home agWORKMANSHIP
PHELPS FAMILY
BASKET DINNER'
ent, was also present.
Methodist hanced the beauty of the table.
of the
er, pastor
At Low Cost
HAS REUNION AT
ENJOYFD SUNDAY
Church officiating at the double
the
Mrs. Harold Copeland presided
Following the luncheon
WESLEY CHURCH
Watches, Clocks and Time
AT ROLLAND OHM
ring ceremony.
group went to the Worth home on due to the absence of the presiPieces of All Kinds Accuratewas un- West Street for the meeting over dent, Mrs. Cecil Burnette. The
The young couple
On Sunday, April 29 the Phelps
A deliaitins basket dinner was
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
Baird, chair- citizenship report was given -by
attended.
which
reunion
at
Mrs.
Gordon
family
gathered
for
a
given at the home of Ale and Mrs.
The bride chose for her wed- man, presided. It was voted to the chairman, Mrs. Luby Howell.
ANDREWS
Wesley Church.
Mayfield
Bill hiolland an the
Woman's The topic was, "Stop Home Acciding a navy blue suit with pink send a check to the
Jewelry Company
Highway Sundry m boner al Joe
At noon a bc-untiful basket din- accessories and a corsage of pink Club as a spring activity contri- dents." She says half of all acciHolland of Deena mall Affly Hol- ner was spread_ The occasion was roses.
bution. Mrs. P. R. Binford, chair- dents are due to falls in or around
land of the Da A Afarines.
in honor of the birthday of E. J.
Mrs. Miller is a member of the man of the nominating committee the home.
Bennett and also the visitors, Mr.
Mrs. Harrison gave the landThose pi esprit were: Mrs. Nora and Mrs. James B. Phelps and 1951 class of FultOn High School announced the following officers
WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF
scape lesson on spraying everfor n ext year:
and is an honor graduate.
liolninta, Mrs. Way Pabilier. Ma. and Mrs. Cora Ringo of Detroit.
Miss
greens for bag worms. Iris that
Mrs. J. E. Fall, chairman;
anal
Mrs. itarsy
_Mr. Miller is employed by the
vice-chairman; are now blooming should not be
Martin,
Mr. and MRS- cast racked. Mr.
Those attending were: Mr. and Miller Frozen Food Locker
in Mary
Mrs. Fred Worth, secretary and moved until July or August.
and Mrs. M. Ia Vanessa ad Wa- Mrs. A. B. Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Martin.
We have the following SOY BEANS:
treasurer:
At noon the group enjoyed a
ter Valley, Mr. and Mrs Sad Hol- J. B. Phelps, Mrs. Cora Ringo,
Mr. and Mrs. Miller returned
Miss Martin, Mrs. L. A. Clifton,
Ogden, S-100, Macoupin, Wood's Yellow,
land of Mayfield. Mrs. Stanley Mrs. Nora Byrn, Mr. and Mrs. E. last Sunday from a wedding trip
Jones antf Gorden. Nina Marjorie J. Bennett, Mr and Mrs. Wallace to Columbus, Miss., and are mak- Mrs. Worth and Mrs. Baird will
Virginia Browns.
program for the year
Puckett_ Miss Betty Jean Gordon, Webb, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas ing their home temporarily with prepare
* *
book.
Packed, the guests of Webb, Mr. and
Ralph
Mrs. Cht-les her parents.
afterleader
for
the
Fall,
Mrs.
honor and' Mr. and Mrs. Rill Hol- Young and son of Union City, Mr.
SUDAN GRASS
noon, discussed several Virginia
arid- Mrs.'Royal Bennett of Mayland and family.
ALL KINDS OF BULK GARDEN SEED
architectMISS
WANDA
their
STALLLNS
homes,
Colonial
field_
AND EVERETT alcCLANAHAN ure and
furnishings, showing
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown, Mr. WED IN CORINTH MAY 5
many illustrations. Ms. Clifton
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
and Mrs. Jewell England,
Mr.
told of her trip to Holly Springs,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Stallins Miss., during
and Mrs. Byron
McAlister and
their Pilgrimage
We can sweeten it with molasses
of
Fulton,
Route
One,
announce
family. Mr. and Mrs. R. B. MobWeek.
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pharis and the marriage of their daughter,
a
The Department. will have
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bock. Wanda, to Pvt. Everett Lee Mc- June picnic at aClifcrest" with
Mrs. Mrs. Ann Whitnel and Mrs. Ira
man and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Clanahan, son of Mr. and
Walter McClanahan of Fulton.
John Howell and sons.
with
Mrs.
Little co-hostesses
Distributors For Edward J. Funk Seed Corn
The wedding -vows were
ex- Clifton.'
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weather—Broadbent Hybrids - - - - Funk's "G"—
Mai
changed
Saturday,
5 in CorRefreshing drinks were served
spoon and Dan, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
inth, Miss., by Justice
Johnny by the hostess late in the afterBENNETT ELECTRIC Townsend and Christine, Mr. and Jobe.
noon.'
Mrs. R. B. McAlister and sons,
SEE US FOR YOUR SPRING SEED
Their only
attendants
were
217 Main
Phone 291 Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phillips, L.
YOUR FERTILIZER EARLY, while we
GET
T.Pharis and V.C.Pharis, friends Miss Blonde:1 Goodwin of Crutch- MISS PEGGY JEAN SCOTT ,
have what you want.
Eftittly
field and James- Earl
of the family.
Sadler. AND WILLIAM E. _HUSSEY
71444
Cousin of the bride.
TO BE MARRIED JULY 8
• 21-inch CUTTING WIDTH.
-The bride
wore a niay and
HANNA'S PAINTS
SURGE MILKERS
Mrs. Rilth Redditt Scott of 507 • 1 2 Horsepower Briggs-Stratwhite suit with matching accesston 4-cycle, air-cooled motor.
Quickly, easily installed
A complete stock on hand
ories and a corsage of white car- West State Line, Fulton, announ- •
Finger-tip control for clutch
ce the engagement of her daughnations.
and throttle.
ter, Miss Peggy Jean Scott, to
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire FenThe maid of honor wore a navy
, William E.
Hussey, son of Mr.
suit with matching
accessories and Mrs. Clyde V. Hussey of Pine
qng, Metal Roofing and Square-Butt and Hexand a corsage of
white carna- Bluff, Ark.
rzgon Asphalt Shingles.
•
•
tions.
Miss Scott graduated from Ful;
Mrs. McClanahan was a memSharkskin and Rayon
School in the class of
ber of the 1950 graduating class ton High
attended Harris Schcol
Gabardine; Sizes 2-12;
of Cayce High School, Mr. Mc- 1945 and
of Advertising Art in Nashville
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY
$2.98 and $3.98 Values:
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Clanahan attended Fulton
High finishing in 1949. She continued 412
Lake Street
Phone 10
School and is now stationed in Ft.
Phones 602 -- 603
at
her art studies in the studio
Leonard Wood, Mo., with the U.
Nashville for one year and for tne
S Army.
past year has been employed at
Mandels Studio in Chicago.
MISS JEANETTE HOMRA .0
graduated from
Mr. Hussey
AND LOUIS A. LAKIS
the
Pine Bluff High School in
TO WED IN TIPTONVILLE
the
class of 1945, served with
Of wide interest in Fulton is , army of ocouDation overseas for
RAYON.-SHORT
,the
announcement •made this one and a half years. He attende II
in
I week of the approaching mar- ;Georgia
Tech and is now
SLEEVES,
riage of Miss Jeanette
Homra,?school at the Harris Art School.
REG.$2.98 VALUES:
Si
daughter of Mrs. Alex°Homra of where he will finish his art studTiptonville, to Louis A. Lakis, cf ies in 1952.
Plans for the wedding which
Peoria, Ill., son of, Mr. and 'Mrs.
will be solemnized July 8 will be
Alex Lakis of Creve COur, Ill.
The double ring ceremony will announced at a later date.
FULTON'S POPULAR DRIVE-IN • FOURTH STREET
be performed by the Rev. E. F.
UNEEDUS
GROUP
McDaniel, at the Tiptonville First
Methodist Church at 4 o'colck in MEETS MONDAY
NIGHT AT CHURCH
the afternoon of June 10.
Mrs. Lee Hamra will serve as
Uneedus
Group of the
The
matron of honor and Miss Adele First Methodist
204 Lake Street
Fulton Hodge
Church WSCS
as maid of honor.
met at the church Monday night
Bridesmaids will be Mrs. How- with Mrs. Leon Greengrass, Mrs.
ard Tabor, Mrs. John Edwards of Fond Homra and Mrs.
Willie
Peoria, Ill., Miss Emily Saad of Homra hostesses.
Peoria and Miss Margaret HadThe meeting opened with the
dad, of Munford, Tenn.
singing of "Footprints of Jesus"
Miss Beverly Homra of Ridge- followed with prayer by Mrs. V.
ly will be junior bridesmaid and J. Voegeli.
Lynette Tabor
will
serve at
Mrs. J.. C. Hancock, chairman,
flower girl.
presided over the business sesThe bride will be given in mar- sion. Mrs. E. L. Cooke gave an
We're presenting a grand gift round -up
riage by her brother,
George article from the World Outlook
sure to take top honors with all grads:
Homra.
entitled, "West Coast Orientals".
These graduation gifts rate 'A's" . .
Mr. Lakis
has
chosen his Mrs. Alex Leneave read the scripbrother, Victor Lakis of Peoria as ture and gave two articles, "Try
best man. Ushers will be: George Talking to Yourself' and "He
FOR "HER"—
Lakis,_001droit, Mich., Ed Malool Redeemed His Own Life" from
of PeoM, Ralph
Hamra and "Little Lessons in Spiritual EfJames Naifeh of Tiptonville and fecincy" taken from the ChristNYLON ACETATE SLIPS, specially
priced for graduation at only
Billy Hamra of
$2.98
Fulton. Mike ian Advocate.
Homra of Fulton will be junior
During the social hour deliciPANTIES,
fancy,
lace-trimmed
69c
usher.
ous refreshments were served to
Skipper Homra, son of Mr. and 29 members and two visitors, Mrs.
SHORTIE PAJAMAS in seerMrs. George liornra, will be ring Enoch Miler of Sapier, Mich., and
sucker
$2.98
bearer.
In Jersey
M
rs.
Q
rva
I
Lee.
$2.98
_
_

FOR WOM EN

SEEDS FOR SPRING SOWING

PRICED LOW

BOY'S SLACKS

112.50
FIRESTONE

$1.98

BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

ICE-COLD BEER • SOFT DRINKS • SANDWICHES • ICE CREAM

18

HICKORY LOG

Jack and Jill Shop

0!ILIHIc

TRADE IN YOUR OLD
WASHER TODAY ON

GIFTS

Jersey SHORT GOWNS

. $2.98

"Flourescent" girls' anklets...........98c

NOTICE!

SPORT SHIRTS; rayon, in colorful
florals and plaids; straight-bottom and
knit-bottom "Gaucho" styles
$2.49 and $2.98

We have finished moving from 4th Street to our new
location on Church Street and are again open for
business.
We wish to thank our many friends and customers
for being patient with us during moving days.

TODAY!

Liberal Trade-in
EASY
MONTHLY
TERMS

BennettElectric
217 Main Street

324 Walnut Street

Watch this paper-for our big
FORMAL OPENING SALE

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
216 Church Street

FOR "HIM"—
SPORT SHIRTS;
colorful Brock's
"Cantfade" seersucker in colorful florid
patterns
$2.19

WE ARE NOW
OPEN FOR BUSINESS

COME IN

Purses—Dresses—Hats--Hose

Phone 100

KNIT "r. SHIRTS by Campuswear: a
handsome array of colorful figures, designs and patterns
$1.69 and $1.98
SOX in men's and boy's sizes in the
new, dazzling "flourescent" colors 75c
4-IN-HAND TIES $1.
BOW TIES $1.
Boy's ties 50c.

KASNOW'S
DEPT. STORE
LAKE STREET

And there are many, many
other gift suggestions in
this grand-for-the-graduate
line-up! Make your gift
selection now; let us wrap
it for you handsomely at
no extra charge!

Mac
If
wou
orcic
You
TO r
that
man
you
Carr
most
Ai
toga
ing
the
wou
imm
The
and
Arm

eral times of the efficiency
of less you have doughboys on the
General Omar Bradley.
ground (who wants to capture
Capt.
In battle tractics you are taught China anyway) but China could
be brought to her knees, with the
by
to choose
your O777-17717
aid of the Chinese Nationalists,
ground,
to discomfort the enemy, a half a million of
Capt. Tom L Gibson, Friars Point, MISS.
•
whom they
and not let him fight you
Another
on supposed to have already assemhonor has come to
MacArthur - Truman Controversy I rest, took charge of the
field, and prowl& of I i own
bled,
and
who
"ken"
the ways Wendell S. Norman, 18, sari of
choca-ina
If you were in the army
you retrieved a victory out of a corn- General 'Bradley,
Chinese, this pro- Mrs. H.
of course, of the red
C. Hooker of Fulton. He
would be taught to carry out the plete rout. For his action
that knows that as well as his mess gramme could be carried out.
has won the $2,800 University of
orders of your superior officer. day he was brow beaten
call.
He
knows
Raymond
Moley
that
bold me some- Kentucky Alumni Loyalty
we are placby ConFund
You would not argue with him,
ed at
every
disadvantage in time ago that
General Wede- scholarship for 1951, according
gress, his superior officers alto
no mattaishwhether you were sure
fighting in a bottle neck in Ko- meyer, who knows more ala ut Dr. Leo M.
Chamberlain, chairthat the sreesion of your
com- ways made it extremely embar- rea. just where the Russian gen- the Far East than Acheson
and man of the U. K. scholarship commanding officer
meant disaster, rassing for him at every move, erals want us. At the btst. all we Truman will ever know, said it mittee. The award is
the largest
you were to do, as he said to do, and he was snubbed and abused could do would be to drive the was the, sine qui non, of absurd- available to
U. K. students.
carrying out his orders to the ut- until he could take it no longer, enemy out of
Korea and then ity to try to whip China through
Norman is a honor student at
most detail.
becoming so bitter that he even wait for them to assemble all the Korea. It could only end in the Fulton
High and will be graduatthousands of Ameri- ed on
Arnold, at the battle of Sara- went over to the enemy and his- troops China and Russia wanted slaying of
May 25 and will enter the
convenience move cans, and at best and in a stale
toga, disputed with his command- tory has made him second
to and at their
University's College of EngineerIscariot in the
ing officer, General Gates, that Judas
traitor down on us. He knows that only mate with nothing accomplished.
failure and death of
American If the Koreans fought it out athe
carrying out of his plans world. **1
mong themselves, all of the dewould mean defeat and he
wh
Once I remember being
with!boys can be the outcome.
immediately put
be
under arrest. General Robert Dunlap, Adjutant I The army did not plan this wai. stroyed property would not
The battle was fought as outlined General of the army, and General They wantedto keep all troops charged to the United States as
it
will be now, because of our
and a crushing defeat took place. "Bill'' Wyche, Inspector General out of Korea but to assemble the
Shield Expert Here
Arnold broke away from his ar- of the Army and they spoke sev- needed planes and with carrier. numerous bombardments.
based on each side of the Korean
H. M. SHEVNAN, widely
General Junis
Jones, Inspecknown
expert
peninstda, shuttle cock
them tor General of the Air
Forces
t
e olfry?rthicCaogbob "
Hlotile
,"°
;eacaar,
(across day and night, pulverising said to me some
several years Wednesday and Thursday only
the capitol, putting all of their ;ago of General MacArthur, that May 23 and
24 from 9 a. m. to 4
industries into ashes and maki,ng I without doubt he had more ability p. m.
the whole country untenable, de- than any man he had ever met. Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetic
Shield
stroying all supply lines and mak- That he was solid in his plann- Is a tremendous improvement over all
former methods, effecting
Immediate
passage
ing
of
troops
ing
and
impossible.
ha ic thought.
results. It will not only hold - the rupWant to net greater whisture perfectly no matter the size
Placed at this disadvantage the
or
It must have been so apparent !oration
key satisfaction? Pick
but it will increase the cirred Koreans would have had hard to Bradley that the
'strengthen the
weakened
outlining of culation,
up a bottle or two of
parts, and thereby clone the opening
going in Southern Korea.
the campaign by the army was In ten days
on the average case,
Bond &Land—friendly.
When it became
known that ithe only way to handle it and that gardless of heavy lifting, straining reor
any position the
smooth, rich in fine Kenmay assume.
Russia was
sending
Chinese the campaign as demanded
by A nationally knownbody
method.
tucky taste!
troops down to help, I understand Acheson, Frankfurter, the sever- No under straps or scientific
cutmberstime arit was proposed to take our boys al United Nations representatives rangements mild absolutely no rriedi,Im.s or medical treatmenis.
out of Korea (for we cannot con- and Truman was doomed to failtend with all the Chinese. Russia ure, unless
something unfore- Mr. Shevnan will be glad to demonstrate without charge.
can pour in on us) blockade the seen happened. But then on the
Chinese coast, and bomb their in- other side was his long military 6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chicago 45
Large
incisional hernia
or rupture
dustries and such centers as de- 'training, he must he subservient
following surgical operation
sired, night and day, day in and ,to his superior officer, the Cornespecially solicited.
day out. No, not to capture the ' mander in Chief, Truman.
-err"
country, you Can't do that unSo the
question
comes up,
should Bradley have carried out
the traditions of the army and be
subservient to Truman (who was THE OTHER
DAY A
divisioned with me as a brother
REFINISH
officer and get no further in rank
YOUR OWN
than I did) regardless of the costs
or should he have broken away
FLOORS
and said, "the campaign as outlined by the Commander in Chief
can result in only disaster" and
Both
thrown in his lot with General
MacArthur, who might yet, have
a costly bill to pay tor his courage.

WENDELL NORMAN
WINS SCHOLARSHIP

TOM'S COIWRIO

rst

1

Friday, May 18, 1951

ing in September. He was selected
Norman also was given an apas the award winner from a group pointment to Annapolis, but failof 12 finalists, all of whom were ure to pass his physical kept him
high
Naval Acaschool ' seniors with out- from entering the
demy.
standing academic records.
At U. K. he
plans to study
mechanical engineering.
'Those 470 for Job ?rioting

LET US BE YOUR PLUMBER
Our fast, dependable plumbing
service is always as near as
your phone. A call to us will
bring our well-equipped truck
ready to make prompt, on-thespot repairs.

RUPTURE

I

Goo ComPAN

The Fulton Newa

•I

Quality Workmanship

Best Materials

P. T. JONES & SON
Telephone 702

East State Line

MAN

PIERCE STATION
(Sorry Omitted Last Week)
Rev. Robert Mcore
filled his
regular appointment at Johnson
;rove Sunday inorning and night
He and Mrs. Moore were guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
L. Bennett.. Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo
Johnson and chldren. Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Bennett and son were
also dinner guests.
EXCHANGE
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Collins of
FURNITURE CO.
Gary, Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Collins of New York and Mrs. J.
207 Church
Phone 35
C. Robey of Union
City were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
Cillill11111111111111011111110. and
Mrs. Claude Grady. Delbert
has been in the Navy 23 years.
Mrs. Leo Cunningham of Paducah spent Saturday night with
her mother, Mrs. Mattie Renfro.
Mrs. Jessie Raines of Kenton,
spent the
weekend
with her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe.
Mrs. Robert Rogers and daughter, Libby and
Annette spent
Sunday in Hickman with relatives.
-King Hunter Matthews of Memphis spent Monday night with his
uncle, John Matthews and Mrs.
Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans spent
Imagine cooking
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Smith.
Hays the floors in your
horns that dingy look? Re.
•urface and refinish them.
You can easily make them
look like now. Do th• lob
yourself. Nis can rent you
th•se oda ng equipment and
supply the material' you
need. Ask us how to do it.

AS% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
THE BOND 6 LILLARD COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

woli a steak
and bake a
oesame time..in the cake'
same ov

convenience like this!
1. LOOK! IT'S
TWO OVENS!
Each oven is sepa
rate - each has its
own heat control.
Compact, thrifty plenty of room for
oil normal needs.

2. PRESTO!
ONE OVEN!
Just drop center
unit to its bottom
position and you
hays on* giant
oven. Big enough
for o 30-lb. turkey.

ike TWO-OVEN Coinfookace si the Nice al•Simko-Orin Rowe
De Lusa
Model ft0-60

SOLD ON EASY
TERMS

MS& The new

FRIGIDAIRE
Electric Range with
'Wonder Oven"!

First lenge of Its kind! Iwo complete
ovens Of one big oven in just a twinkling.
Now you can pair up casseroles with role,,
pork chops with pie—or broil and bake
at the 10f114 tins. in the some oven.
Gee These Other Advantages, Too!
Beautiful new styling .. new Cook-Master
Clock Control .that frees you from ovenwatchinah'rthrifty 5-speed Rodiantube
surfacelMis ... and lifetime Porcelain.
on-steel finish, inside and out.
For conking convenience, see the
Frigidaire "Wonder Oven" Range now!

Graham Furniture Co
Walnut Street

Fulton

TAN HART
Services for Tan Hart, retired
Illinois Central employe, who
died suddenly Wednesday night,
were held Sunday afternoon, at 3,
at the residence, 831
Fairview
Avenue. The Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor of the First Baptist
Church, officiated. Burial, under
direction of
Whitnel
Funeral
Home, was in Fairview Cemetery.

came into our office and asked if we did dry cleaning. Do we do
dry cleaning?" we asked. Evidently he was a stranger in these
parts or he would have

FOUND
out long ago that OK Laundry does the very best kind of dry
cleaning, laundering and other cleaning services available in
the country, not the kind of

DEAD
looking and dingy dry cleaning you often get—new life and
superior materials go

SoNegSaY

IN

EVERY

TIME Sir
OPENED
NIS MOUTH
NE PUT
14IS FOOT
INTO IT

. . until he discovered CITY
ELECTRIC, and now he has
gained new assurance.

(I-ItLY1c.E
irt taerincN FIX IT
;')
ficooti 491..205 COMMERCIAL AVE.

every drop of dry cleaning and laundry fluid used at OK
Laundry. Whether its a handkerchief, or a mountain of dry
cleaning and laundry bring it to

FULTON
to OK Laundry where quality is excellent, prices reasonable and
the service superb.

ft

sts......ssiois.s000, •

•

•

.
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YOUNG DEMOS HAVE
DINNER AT LAKE

CHINESE RELEASE
ctz.z.,.iftr= FULTON SERGEANT

,

Cayce

Home Ec. Class Has Good Year

BACCALAUREATE
SERMON TO BE HELD

tthe o
r
: Representative of
Clinton, was1 Master Sergeant Rubin Town
.-.
Miss Pauline Waggoner, Cayce; Al! the girls carried
called on, and spoke a few words. send, who has been missing
MI
projects
The cafeteria, superv;sed by the
-- High School
Others to speak were: Emerson action since Feb. 13. has been reHorne Economics oduring the year. There
The Fulton High School Baccal
are seven Home Ec. teacher, has also been
teacher
repor's that this past areas of homemaking from
zeveral hundred
persons, in- Beauchamp, the Rural Highways leased by the Chinese as a prisonwhich
a success. Mrs. Effie Roper, head aureate Sermon will-be held Sunyear
Commiss
has
ioner,
been
successful at the t:e girls may select their projects.
and Bill Curlin, er of war, along with 14 other
cluding
governor
Lawrence
cook, Mrs.' Clara Carr, ascistant day, May 20, at 8 p.'m. at the
First Baptist Church, with
prisoners, and will soon be back school located in the middle of The area and the number of girls and Mrs.
Wetherby and other state offici- State Highway Commissiondr.
the
Mayme Scearce, part
Fulton
County.
pastor, Rev. L. D. Ferrell. deliv,
carrying
to the States on furlough. This
als who were special guests, atprojects in each area time worker, helped
make
this
ering the sermon, "A Life That
There were 20 pupils in Home were as follows:
information was learned by his
tended the dinner-meeting of the Aband
possible.
on Of Railroad
Is Useful".
mother, Mrs. A. H. Sloan, who Economics I and II the first semFulton County Democratic Club
Clothing, 3; foods, 2; child care,
The
Recom
FHA
mende
Chapter
'
d
,
By
ICC
a
part
ester
of
but only 16 in the second
lives on Carr Street, from
held Saturday night at Kentucky
The rest of the program will
a
3; housing, 3; family relationship. Home EconoMics educatio
Two ICC examiners recocnend- clipping in the Chicago
n, has hens follows:
Dam Village Restaurant.
Herald. semester. The drop in the enroll- 2; health and managem
been
ed that the Nashville, Chattanooga telling of the boys release.
very
ent,
active
2.
this
year
ment
and
is
due to several moving aJennings Kearby, president of and St. Louis rai!way
Processional, "Priests March"
be given a
The girls working on summer will hold a meeting once a month
Word was first
received by way and one girl getting married.
the Fulton
County Club, was conditional permit to abandon a
from "Athalia", Mendelssohre In
this
summer.
Both
district
projects
meetThe
Mrs.
and
Sloan
decrease-in the number enthat her son was missa report of them will
.master of ceremoniesr Following
ings were attended with Cayce vocation, Rev. L. R. Still; Anth17-mile line between Union City, ing in action since
Feb. 13, then rolled this year under the 32 last be given at the end of the Home
a fish supper the meeting
em, "I Will Life Mine Eyes",
IAms Tenn.. and Hickman, Ky.
rating superior on
The
their scrapyear
Economi
later
was
news
c
not
came
teacher'
due to lack of interthat he was bes
held. He
extended book at
presented
M. Stiles: Scripture, Bro. E. W
Governer plan is protested by interests athe
spring
meeting.
This
month's
lieved
est
but
to
be
work.
because
a
prisoner
of lack of pupils
of war in
V.'etherby, who expressed
his long the route. The examiners Manchur
book will be carried to the State St wall; Duet, "The Lord Is My
qualifie
ia,
d
but
to
no
take
Home
direct
Ec.
message
pleasure of being able to meet pegged
Several
improvements have FHA meeting
Smart, by
their recommendation to was received until Wednesd
by Cayce delegates Shepherd", Henry
with the Fulton County Club, the
ay.
Ruby
McMurray, daughter of been made this year. These were to be
Mrs. Charles Gregory and Mrs
the provision that N. C. & St. L.
exhibited there.
His wife and little daughter, Mr. and Mrs. James McMurra
only Young Democratic Club in
Walter
y, done with the financial assistance
Voelpel; Sermon. Bro
sell all or any part of the line to Vickie Sue, age
Cayce chapter is making
3, are living in had a four standing in Home Ec. of the School Board, girls serving
the First Congressional District. anyone
ar- Ferrell':
Benediction,
March,
who wants to buy it for Marquette, Mich.
rangeme
nts
for
one
of
the
After the
buses Henry Parker. by Mrs. J. U. McShe is just a freshman and
Governor's speech, continued operation, at net sala suppers, paying fees and selling to
carry
delegate
s
to
the
Mrs. Kathryn Kelly, Fulton counStat.
cards,
successful future is in view tor
etc.
Kendree. organist.
During the year a
n
vage value.
NEGROES WITH
white enamel utility cabinet was FHA meeting form the Paducah
her.
The Junior High
Commence District.
J.
C.
Menees,
Jr.,
EARS MISSING,
will
bought,
Carlene Scearce had the
new books,
best
magazines. driv2
meet will be held May 23,
at
the
bus.
CONFUSES SHERIFF
sophomore spring
small
equipment and aluminum
project comp.
m.
Carr
at
Institute
. John
The success of this year's work
This week Sheriff Turnie pleted on "Cleaning the Living ware was added.
Robinso
n,
Murray
College as
is due to cooperation
between
Davie received a call from the Room", and Shirley Rice of the
A good visual aid program was pupils
praents. teachers, especial- speaker.
Tiptonville, Tenn., police„ask - freshman class had the best pro- carried on for
The program will be:
the
Home Ec ly Mr. Torn Farley,
principal,
Washing
ing him to be on the le4k-out ject on "Dish
made Dept. making use of the newly Supt.
Processional,
Mrs.
Eugene
J. C. Lawson and the Fulfor a Negro m irr, wanted for Easy."
added projects.
Waggoner; Invocation, Rev. J. F
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The w provides that any far- Tractor
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and
weight of
22,000 ing volunteer 4-H leaders,
AN EXTRA-GOOD BUY! GET SEVERAL
PORKMAKER PELLETS
$5.10 pounds may register it for a fee learning by doing. The program
of $4.50. However, to qualify for was designed to provide an opcomplett growing aad fattening ration
this
registration fee the truck portunity for 4-H members
to
EGGMAKER
must be owned by a farmer en- keep pace with power farming by
4.55
gaged solely in the production of acquiring tractor and other me4-11-8 Open Formula Fertilizer $44.75 per ton ;crops,
livestock, or dairy pro- chanical skills. It is a program of
iducts. It can be used only
in tractor care—not repair, conductLIMESTONE FILLER
transporting persons, food, stock ed under the direction of the Coand machinery used in op- 1 operative Fpctension Service.
4-16-8 Open Formula Fertilizer $50.40 per ton feed,
erating his farm and transportingl Representatives from Kentucky
the products grown on his farm, at the conference included J. W.
49ur PHOSPHATE
Ito must also file an affidallt:WhiteRoUse, State Club leader,
$02.00 per ton
with the county clerk
covering and J. L. McKitrick, Extension
62"r. METAPHOSPHATE
$73.00 per ton these facts; and must have on Agricultural Engineer. They preeach side of his truck, in letters sented methods use4 in training
at least three inches high, an in- leadei., on air cleaning seivice,
dication at it is a farmer's truck. This was a part of the second day
The affidavit requirement is met of the meeting.
wh-n the clerk's copy of the registiation certificate is signed by
the farmer at the time of registration.
402 al.in St.
Fulton
Plane 3S9
Violators of the above requirements are liable to fines up to
I 0100.
* Comfortable, double - strength
M-Sgt. Roy
Zeran, Station!
canvas seat
Commander of the Mayfield U. S. I
Army are' U. S. Air Force Re- I
cruiting Station today announced
• Comfortable canvas back
the following changes in enlistment polie;es for the Army and
* Folding style; lightweight
Air for—
cx:
* Varnished oak wood for long
There are an unlimited number
of openings for own with prior
17 ft :: ZS ill;
life and greater strength
service for enlistmeit in both the
Army and the Air Force under
* Lowest price ever offered!
the new
system.
Men who
are applicants for re-enlistment
and who choose the Army may not
have any dependents while men:
who wish to apply for Air Force l
REGULARLY
may have not more than two deLIMIT TWO
I pendents other than himself.
.
PRICED
The men who do not have prior
CHAIRS TO
service will find the
following,
AT
conditions existing
concerning I
EACH
their application for enlistment
$3.98!
in the Army or Air Force.
As'
CUSTOMER
sbon as all present committments
for Army are filled there will be
an Army "waiting list" _establish' ed. All men who are applicant for
Air Force, upon completion
of
'papers at this
office, the
Air
!Force applicant will be sent to
:the recruiting main station where
he will undergo a second written
examination and physical exam.
••••••••••ms•
Those who qualify will then be
enlisted according to their mental qualification
group. There ,
(COACHES)
will be daily enlistment of the
(COACHES)
$5.% FOR COUPES
men from
each of the mental
quILTED RACKS!
groups daily at the
recruiting
main station.
To apply
for
enlistment in
either the Army or the Air Force
k
see either M-Sgt. Zeran or T-Sgt.
Wheatcroft at the U. S. Army and
HOME OWNED and OPERATED by THAD FAGAN
319 - 21 - 23 Walnut Street
204 Commercial
U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station
Fulton
located on the second floor of the
Fulton
First National Bank, Mayfield,

Attention Farmers!

4-H CLUB WORKERS
RECEIVE TRAINING

13.90

s12.90

ATTENTION DARK
TOBACCO GROWERS

Make Your Feed Dollar

1

HOMINY FEED

$3,80

SHORTS

$4.10

MAY BE VIOLATION
OF LICENSES LAW

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

l

l

SOUTHERN STATES
FULToN COOPERATIVE

;le

SHELL HORSEHIDE SHOES

CHANGES MADE-IN
ENUSTMENT POLICIES:

New SEAT
COVERS pep
up the looks
of your car
...protect
upholstery
tool

FIBRE

PLASTIC

SEAT COVERS SEAT COVERS
$11.95
$2295 to $2695

LAWN
CHAIRS

2.98

l

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

McDade Furniture

